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CHAPTER I
ETATEMBHT OP THE PROBLKM
Purpose
The United States Heval Examining Center la an aotlTi-
tj estabilelied by the Navy lor the purpose o£ centralising
the administration ol the testing of enlisted personnel for
advanoeaient in rating. It was established, remarkably enough*
at a tine when the Havy was concerned with a reduction of
force* Such a procedure represents a new approach to the
concept of centralised administration of a naval testing pro-
gram* Moreover, the Examining Center was established by top
level Kaval authority as the result of a comprehensive study
into the problem of the promotion of Naval personnel*
The establishment of the Center is within the context
of centralisation, generally* It poses characteristic prob-
Xwtm of centralisation that are related to the size and cosi**
plexity of a large organisation* It is important to empha*
size that the written tests produced by the Center are only
one part, although the major one, of the requirements for
advancement* Other qualifications are reviewed by the
Center prior to the preparation of relative lists of person-
nel for advancement* t7pon receipt of quotas from the Bureau
of Naval Personnel, the Center authorises the advancement of
• 1 -

designated personnel tvom these llete. Thus we see that the
centralisation dealt with here is oonoerned with the laajor
phase or the administration ol testing o£ enlisted personnel
for advancement. This step has eome late in the Navy's
history but is related to the trend of the times.
Prior to the establishment of the Examining Center
the administration of testing enlisted personnel lor advance-
ment was decentralised to a considerable degree. The Bureau
of Naval Personnel examined this program in the light of
econonQTf fairness and technical competence. It appeared to
be economical to consolidate control of testing into one
activity. It was found that decentralised testing did not
operate in the best interests of individuals concerned and
that the best qualified personnel were not always promoted.
Also it was readily apparent that competent technical
personnel were not available in sufficient numbers to operate
a decentralised testing program. Consequently^ it was
considered higlily desirable to gather together into one
activity personnel skilled in the highly specialised field of
testing. During the study by the Bureau many advantages of
centralised administration were foreseen which seemed to
justify the establishment of a Naval Examining Center*
The purpose of the present study will be: (1) to
identify the reasons behind the establishment of the Naval
Examining Center and to inquire into specific problems that

wer9 raisad bjr th« decialon to c«ntraXlz«« (2) to daaorlba
Its organisation and operatlon^ (3) to evaluate its perform-
ance ai a whole In tne li^t or Its purpose, and (k) ^^
propose luture mlseions xor tUe Center In the light of Its
Inpaet on the Havy.
Answers to the Xollowlng questions which arise in
connection with the present study will be proposed: Why was
the Center established? What type of organisation does it
have? t^hat procedures are in effect and how do they compare
with previous methods used in testing enlisted personnel for
advancement? What future is in store for the Center? Should
it continue in operation in the ll^t of its performance to
date? Should the Center continue in a probationary status in
order to weigh the results of its iapaot on the Kavy in the
future? If the Center continues in operation what additional
work can it perfom to increase its value to the Navy?
The foregoing are all problems of real concern centered
around a new and unique organisation in the Davy eniianced by
the fact that the Kavy will probably continue to be large as
well as specialised and must improve the quality of enlisted
personnel in each skill level of the rating structure*
^he jiteed for a Testing Prot^raa * There is little doubt
but that testing has become an area of major importance*
Its growing importance during the last generation is evidenced
by its development and use by the Navy as well as by industry.

T^atirig becomes extremely important within large organ! za-
tiona vhere It Is used extensively Tor screening^ placement
or promotion of personnel* In order that testing programs
maintain optimum efreetivene&&; and efi'icienoy it is essen-
tial that administrative procedures be developed and kept up
to date. Included within the category of screening and
selection is testing tor advene einent in rating* The planning
and developing oH examinations must exclude Irrelevant
material, cover significant subject matter and vary in dilfl*
culty for the various skilled levels. Adherence to the
principles of sound testing techniques is mandatory* Conse<*
quently, it seems logical that a sound speolallKed organisa-
tion is required to administer a testing program*
The Kaval establishment is a huge organization* With
the exception oi its military features it has much in common
with any large industrial enterprise* There is a personnel
structure from top to bottom with various specialities and
levels of skill established* The officer ranks are divided
into speciality fields within which officers gain knowledge
and experience as they advance In the hierarchy* The
enlisted ranks are divided into definite occupational fields
with various levels of skill* Qualifications are specified
for enlisted specialities and for the levels of skill within
each rating* Training programs are established to provide
competency at each level*

on prime Importance le the laot that there must exist
a means ol measuring the qualifications 01" all personnel
within the Haval establishment. A system of fitness reports
for officer personnel and eyaluatlon of performance of vari-
ous kinds of duty often takes precedent over examinations
for promotion. Written professional examinations, when used
for the promotion of officers « serve essentially as a valu*
able aid to each Individual for review and study. For en-
listed personnel to attain advancement to a higher skill
level a means of measuring their qualifications as well as
determining their relative standing Is essential. Detailed
requirements for advancement are prescribed by the Bureau of
1
Maval Personnel In a Qualifications Manual. These qualifi-
cations are modified or changed periodically by appropriate
directives. It is significant to note that a written test
for advancement Is only one criterion by which an enlisted
sian meets the required qualifications and receives a rela-
tive standing. A few of the other elements or factors In-
volved are length of service In present rate> sea duty, a
practical demonstration of skill, and a definite recoimnenda*
tlon by his commanding officer.
Examining enlisted personnel for advancement In rating
u. B. Department of the Navy. Bureau of Kaval Person-
nel. Manual of Qua1If 1 ca
1
1ons Xor Aavancement in Rating .
HavPere 15068 . Washlnt^tonj 19U7~editlon (Restrie ted).
c
has always existed In the Navy ronaally or informally; with
some fi^plicatlon of the principles of testing or with none
at all* In some instances advancement in rating of enlisted
personnel has proceeded along informal lines* An example of
such inlormality is advancement as the result of the Judgment
of superiors over the performance of the individual. Prior
to 1 July 1950 advancement was effected on the basis of area-
wide competition* Pesignated commanders ashore and afloat
vers given authority by the Bureau of Naval Personnel to pre-
pare, administer and grade examinations for advancement of
enlisted personnel under their respective conmiands* At the
othei* extreme has been the highly centralised adminl stration
of advancement to Chief Petty Officer, th«» hisho»t level of
skill within each rating. In this instance tlw Bureau of
Xaval personnel prepared, tiiittributed and graded the written
examinations. It seems obvious that considerable inequities
must have existed ^Jinder these administrative procedures*
The oentralis^ed system of examination for advancement
to the top enlisted pay grade has bo&n extended to include
Uie top four pay grades and is now administered by thjo United
States Wftval B'xareinlng Center at Norfolk, Virginia. The
Naval Exa^ninlng Canter was estabiiahed in May 1914-9 for the
purpose of preparing, distributing and grading the written
examination© required for advanceisent of enlisted personnel*
It is a unique activity within the Havi»l establishment in
that it represents a departure from a decentralised

administration oi a tasting program to one with a hi^h dagroe
ol* antraXisation and speciaXization. Farhaps this is a
raco^ition by the Havy Uiat tdsting reaXXy ia big business.
At any rata a new and unique activity was oraatad during a
period when harsh aoonomy measures were being impXementad*
In X943 and X9h9 shore stations ware bein^ consoXidatad or
eXiminatedf ships ware being put in **ffioth baXXs," and the
HavaX personneX strength was being cut back* ^he recognition
oi the advantages of an eXTective, efficient testing program
on a centraXiaed basis was one factor InvoXvad in the




Ratln^^ fitructurg or SnXlgted FersonngX * It i» «8sen-
tiaX at this point to acquaint the readar with tha ratlxig
atructui-e of enli«t»d pereorm®! and with significant tarnd-
nology peculiar to the Naval serTrice* The following definl»
tiona of rate^ pay grade;, rating &nd advanceiseat in rating
will clarify the Uavy's enlistad personnel structure.
Bnllated personnel are grouped into seven (7) pay
grades « Each basic pay grads represents a definite level of
skill and responsibility. A rate identifies a person by pay
grade as indicated in the folicvint^ tablsi
pATE PAY GRADE
Chief Petty Officer E-7
Petty Officer first class E-6
Petty Officer second class • K-5
Petty Officer third class • B-^
Seaman, Fireman, Cons truetionman, Alraian,
Hoapitalaan, Dentalaaan, and Stewardsman ... £«-3
Seasjan Apprentice, Construction Apprentice,
Fireman Apprentice, Airman Apprentice,
Hospltalman Apprentice, Tentalman Apprentice,
and Etewardsman Apprentice «... • E«2
Seaman Becrult, Construction Kecruit, Fireman
Recruit, pentalman Eecruit, and Stewardsman
Becrult g»l
All enlisted personnel in the top four pay grades are
further divided into specific oocupatlons. There are 62
clearly defined occupations which ar« called ratings or more
« 8 -

BpecirioalXy general aTvlce ratln^a * Thaaa are broad oceupa«
tlona which lorm th« peace time rating structure. Each rating
requires special training, knowledge and skill lor efrioient
perlormance ol duty* The 62 ratings are grouped into 12 occu-
pational fields which represent related occupations.
The rates represented in the lowest three pay grades
are not considered as being with a rating. However, personnel
in pay grade 3 x^y advance into a rating through designated
avenues ol advancement which lead to an occupation in one or
more oX* the occupational groups.
RATE APVAHCE TO RATIMQB IM
m Seaman I, II, III, IV, V, VI
FM Fireman VII





Personnel in pay grade 1 normally advance to pay grade 2 upon
completion ol recruit training.
Advancement in rating is an increase in pay grade. It
represents a change to a higher level of skill within a
rating.
To illustrate the foregoing a man enlists in the Navy
and is assigned the rate ol Aviation Recruit (AR). This is
pay grade 1. Upon completion of recruit training he is
advfluiced in rate to Aviation Apprentice (AA), pay grade 2.

When ho meets the required quaiirieationB he advances In rate
to Airman (AN)» pay grade 3* He has not yet entered into one
o£ the ratings or del'ined occupations. However, when he be-
comes qualiiied to do so ho advances in rate into one of the
ratings (occupations) open to him such as Aviation Elec*
tronios Technician third class (At3)* How he is in the l^th
pay grade and is a petty officer third class. He is also
considered to be in the lowest skill level of the rating of
Aviation Electronics feohnioian (AT)* His advancement to
Af2, ATI and ATC are called advancements in rating* l*he
highest enlisted pay grade or skill level is Chief Petty
Officer. Beyond enlisted pay grades men can advance to
Warrant Officer and £.imited Duty only grades in related
broad technical specialities*
The rating structure shown below indicates the 62
1
general service ratings and abbreviations* these ratings
are grouped into the oecupational fields indicated:
group I. Peck
BM Boatswain* 8 Mate RD Radarman
QH Quartermaster SO Sonarman
Group II* OrdnanceM——I—i*IH —W»—
»
TU forpedo»an*s Mate FC Fire Controlnan
MH Minenan FT Fire Control
lechnician
ax aunner^s Mate
note: FC and FT ratings will be combined into
one Ft rating within the next five years.
%• S* Departoent of the Kavy. All Hands . The Bureau
of Naval Fersonnel Information Bulletin. March 19l^8# lashing-





group IV. Preolalon Equlpaent
ZM Instrumentvan OM OptXcalman
Qroup V. Adsalnl8trativ« and Clerical
TE Tel«K?m.n SK Storekeapor
RM Radiomaii PK Disbursing Clerk
GT Gommtmications a'echnlclan C3 Coraml s aarymsji
m Yeoman SH Ship's Serviceman
PN Personnel Man JO Joxirn&list
Uk Machine Accountant
GEOUP VI, Miscellaneous
PI Printer MU Musicicufi
LI Lithographer PH Photographer's Mate
DM Draltsman
Hot©: PH rating will Include AF rating within
2 years and be transferred to group IX
•
Qroup VII, Eaa^lneerinfe and Hull
MM Machinist's Mate IC I. C. Electrician
EN En£;ineaian ME Metalsmlth
MR Machinery Kepairman FP Pipe Fitter
BT BoHerman DC Damage Controlman





SV Surveyor CM Mechanic
CB Construction Electrician's BU Builder
Mate fm S;t©©li?orker
CD Driver m Utilities Man
Group IX, Aviation
AD Aviation Machinist's Mate AM Aviation Structural
AT Aviation Electronics Mechanic
Technician PR Parachute Bigger
AL Aviation Eleotronleeman AG Aercgrapher ' 8 Mate
AO Aviation Ordnanceman fD Tradesman
AC Air Controlman AK Aviation Storekeeper
AB Aviation Boatswain's Mate AP Aviation photo-
A£ Aviation Electrician '8 Mate grapher's Mate
Mote: AF rating will be combined into one PH







A brl«l word about amargeucy sarvlee ratings is apropos
at this time, fo provida lor rapid axpansion of anXistad
parsonnal in tima o£ national emarganey ^ systaia of amarganex
sarvioe ratings is usad in conjunction with tha basic rating
struotura. ParsonnaX on active dutjf in psacatitae wiXX hava
ona of the basic rates or ratings. Hasarve personnaX are
given ratings which represent a narrower occupationaX area*
these ratings are known as emargeney service ratings.
By way oi iXXustration, the rating oX MetaXsmith (ME)
is a genaraX service rating which covers broad occupationaX
raquiremente • This rating lias lour sub-divisions which hava
narrower requirements for adaptation to HavaX reserve
personneX:
MataXsmith B (BXackamith)
MataXsmith G (Chipboard MetaXsmith)
MataXsmith E (Sheet MetaX Workers)
MataXsmith W (l&aXdars)
I'he HavaX E^casnining Canter as originaXXy sat up was
expected to administer a testing program for both raguXar and
reserve enXistad personneX. But initiaXXy onXy examinations
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for regular Naval personnel were constructed. An interim
2
measure is in operatioii at tais tiae wUieh enables personnel
la eMergenoy servlee ratings to be examined for advanoement.
Reserve personnel eligible and recoiomended inay utilise the
appropriate general service rate examination. They are di-
rected to (inswer the questions they know first then to go
back and answer all other ite»s if they can. The Flxamining
Center screens the answer sheets to see that only items
which are applicable to the emergency service rating will
enter into the score. In the near future it is expected that
items will be identified as applying to eoergeney service
ratings
•
QuallXlcationa for Advancement in Bating . The quali-
fications for advancement in rate or rating are prescribed by
3
the Bureau of Maval Personnel. The Qualifioatlons Manual
describes tt.e entire rating struetui'e in terms ol job re-
quirements for each rate or rating and for each skill level.
I^SG requirements are the minimum standards set for advance-
ment to or within a rating. They cover general military re-
quirements as well as professional requirements. The mili-
tary requirements relate to the knowledge and skill necessary
^'"Advancement In Rating of IT.F. Havsl !?eserve Personnel
Including Fleet Reserve, Kecalled to Active Duty for General
As si tinmen t f-ince 6 July 1950.** United States Navy Department
Bulletin , Restricted, (15 SepteraWr 1950), p. 1^^..
3Manual of Qualifications for Advanoement in Hating
(Restricted), ojj* clt ., xv XII. 9 pp.
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tOT an IndlvlduftX to perform his navaX dutios as distinguish-
ed froa his rating spdclallty. For oxample, ^snsral Inrorma-
tlon concerning uniforms. Naval customs and traditions,
general seamanship coiae under this heading. (See Table !}•
fhe military requlrwaents are essentially the same Tor all
ratings In each pay grade.
fhe professional requlr<Nients are **mlnli&um technical
or speciality requireioente for proper performance of a par«
tlcular rate or rating."^ They cover each definite occupa-
tion and ftirther specify applicable rates to which they
apply, (See Table II),
Bach of the foregoing qualifications Is divided into
praetloal factors and examination subjects as will be noted
in Tables I and XI. Practical Factors are
...those qualifications which are best determined
by observation of the candidate in situations that re-
quire a demonstration of hie knowledge, skill, and ^
ability \mder actual or simulated working conditions.''
This is not eo^etltlve and no marks are assl|^ned« It Is an
indication that the man can actually do the required work*
Bxaoiinatlon siibjects are **..« those qualifications which can
6be best demonstrated by means of a written examination."
14^yid ., p. iv.
''Manual of Qualifications for Advancement In Hating
(Restricted), op. clt ., p. Iv.




EXCEFPTS FROM MILITARY REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL ESLIRTED
fmsomEis m 'am mn
pay Grades ApplleabX«
2 and 3 Bates
XOO PractieaX Factor*
• XQX Leadership
Direct groups In simple eaXisthenics« y,BtX,0
Organise and direet working parties. 2,190
Maintain discipline; exert authority
fairly and intelligently. 2»1»0
•102 f..
•103 Training
Instruct personnel, using on-the-job
training methods. 3»2,1,0
Prepare a list of knowledge and skills
required by personnel in own rating. Cll
• 101). to .lOS inclusive •••
•109 Small arms
Clean, disassemble and assemble
service rifle (men only)* all
demonstrate ability to fire pistol
and machine gun (men only). 3f^
•110 to •116 inclusive ».•
•200 ExaBtination Subjects
•201 General Information
Uniform regulations and care of
clothing all
•202 • . •
•203 Seamanship
Bules of the Road {man only)* all 3»2tlfC
•20l|. to .206 inclusive •••
•207 Mathematics
Arithmetic, including addition, sub-
traction, srultiplioation, division,
fractions, and deciaals. all 3,2,1«C
•206 to .211 inclusive «.»

TABLE II




AT Maintain, adjust, test, install, and r«<
pair all alrboma eloctronic aquipment Installed in aircraft
including radio, radar, Loran, IFF, RCM, radlon altimeter,





Use tools in hand tool kits as furnished* 3,2,1,C
•102 Test Equipment
Use the instruments fumlohed as specialised
test equipment to the activity to which
attached. 1,0
•103 to .lO? inclusive ••«
•108 Supervision
Supervise Un^ work and training oX personnel
in eoimection with the maintenance ot avia*
tion electronic equipment. 1,C
Organise anu administer iacilities for repair
of aviation electronic equipment. C
•200 Examination Subjects
•201 Tools
Name^, types, nomenclature of parts, and uses
of hand tools used in the adjustment and main-
tenance of aviation electronic equipment. 3»2,1,C
•202 and .203 •.*
.20l|. Electronics
General knowledge of the theory and perform^
ance of aviation electronic equipment and
accessories at tne activity to which
at&ached. 3*2,1,0
•205 to .ail inclusive •••
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The praetlcal factor lo administered by or under the
direetlon ol' tbe indlvlduaX's commanding ofrieer* The written
examinations are the reapoxisibiXitx ol the Naval Examining
Center.
The Qualil lea tions ISanuai requires operational teets
tor 12 ratings* These operational tests involve performance
in one or more of the following: typewriting, teletype-
writing, stenography, radio code and visual signalling. The
Center prepares and distributes operational tests for appli-
oable ratings but these teste are scored by the local exan*
ining boards. Although scoring is on a pass or fail basis
the test papers are submitted to the Center for review.
It is signllieant to note that the Qualifications
Manual, except in a few instances, does not spell out the
difference in skill level for a particular requirement.
This is at present accounted for in the general statement
that
The degree of skills or knowledge for any one rate
in comparison with oiher rates of a rating is a matter
for determination by examining boards, taking into
account 'normal* or 'average* requirements for a
particular rating.'
The professional and military requirements, each with
their practical factor and written examination plus the
7
Manual of Qualifications for iidvancement in Bating.
(Restricted), op. cit. , p. v.
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operational tests lor designated ratings « are only part of
the requirements lor advaneement in rate or rating lor en*
listed personnel. All factors involved are prescribed by the
8
Bureau of Maval personnel and include t^ followingt
I
!• Length of service*
2« Harks in proficiency in rate and conduct.
• Completion of training course.
• Completion of course of instruction at «
service school.
5* Pass practical factors.
6. Recommendation by commanding officer.
7« Pass military requirements examination.
6. Pass professional examination*
^e latest instructions concerning steps 1 and 2 are
contained in Table XXI* Modifications to these instructions
are pronulgated to all Kaval personnel by ih© Bureau of Haval
Personnel, the exigencies oX th© service will Indicate a
relaxation or tightening of these basic requirements for
advancement*
to be eligible for advancement all enlisted personnel
are required to eoaxplete a training course for the next
higher rate, these courses are Issued by the Bureau to all
commanding officers, they assist the man in studying for
the higher rate. Coamjanding officers are responsible for
adminietration of tha training ccorses which Includes pro-
gress, grading aaiA recording results In the man*s service
record, thi« is step 3«
6
U* S. Department of the liavy. Bureau of Haval
Personnel Manual (Restricted), Wasiilnstoh; 19l|BT HavPars









Pay Grad« Sarvlca Requirements In Hext Lower Pay Grade
E*l to £-2 No specll led time for advancements elfected upon
completion of recruit training at training




12 months and 3^ montha total active service; sea
duty oi at least 6 months in pay grade E^k
and/or B<»5 (Bxcept lor women, OT, UA, JM, JO^
and group IX aviation ratings).
6 to 7 12 months; sea duty of at least 6 months in pay
grade K-6 (Except for women, CT, UA, DM, JO, and
group IX aviation ratings }•
yarks for Proficiency in Rate
S«>1 to E-2 No requirements as to marks.
2 to 3 No mark less than 2.5 ^or preceding 6 months and
not less than 3.5 for quarter preceding advance-
iMnt.
3 to 4 Ho mark less than 2*$ for preceding 6 months and
not less Uian 3*5 I*or quarter preceding
advancement.
1|. to 5 No mark less than 3*0 for preceding 12 months and
an average of not less than 3*5 ^oz* 12 month*
preceding advancM&ent.
5 to 6 No mark less than 3-0 for preceding 12 months and
an average of not less than 3*5 ^or 12 months,
preceding advancement.
6 to 7 No mark less than 3.0 for preceding 2k. months and
an average of not less than 3 .5 £or 3^ months
preceding advancement.
Karke for Conduct
B-1 to £*2 No requirements as to marks.
2 to 3 No mark less than 2»S £or preceding 6 months and





Pay Grady Marks lor conduct (Continued)
3 to T! Ho mark less than 3*0 lor preceding 6 menthe and
an average ol not lees than 3*5 tor 6 months
preoedlng advazioanient.
i|. to ^ ¥o mark less than 3*0 lor preceding X2 months and
an average ol not leas than 3«5 lor 12 months
preceding advancement.
5 to 6 No siark lees than 3*0 for preceding 12 months and
an average ol not less than 3*5 lor 12 months
preceding advancement.
6 to 7 No mark less than 3.0 lor preceding 21^ months and
an average ol not loss than 3*5 ^or 2I4. months
preceding advanoement.
i :'i„;,i.:"i;;,.irt'fr m.r:, : tt:.". !.:': juj. rt . i . :' ^'r:.;, :graig Jiify:ri8Vi;j.L.u..;r!aitf..V';. ': Vi.i rj":,f"';.iriir!: .mxfa
Borne rev ratings require cc»apletion o£ a rormal course
of instruction at a Naval service school as a basic require-
ment prior to advancement in rate. For exai^le, before a
man can be advanced from AK to A'i'3 ^® must be ordered to a
Kaval School lor Aviation Electronics Technician and must
successfully pass the required currieular. Commanding officers
nay recommend waivers ol this requirement in specific cases
for consideration by the Bureau of Kaval Personnel. The
9
ratings below are included in this category* f^iis is
step i}..
Rate School (All Class A)




'*Servioe-«ide Competitive Kxaminations for Advanoe~
mant to Pay Grades E^k.$ E-5» eaid E-6," Uni
t
ed States Navy
Department Bulletin, Restricted, (31 JanuaryT950), p."155t








AI3 Aviation Electronics Technician
AC3 Air Controlman
HM3 Basic Hospital Corps
DT3 Basic Dental Technician
Step 5 Involves the passing of the practical factors
for both the military &xi& profeesloxial requirements as laid
down in the Qualifications Manual* As Indicated earlier this
step is administered by the man's commanding officer on a
pass or fail basis*
When a man has completed the foregoing 5 ateps he zsust
be reconsntended lor advancement by his commanding officer in
order to be eligible to take the written examinations* Step 6
involves an appraisal of the man by the consiianding officer to
the effect that the man is considered to be fully qualified
for advancement* An entry to that effect Is then made in
the man* 8 service record*
Kuabsr of Examinations Prepared by the Center . The
administration of written examinations for advancement to pay
grades 2 and 3 ^fl not centralised* However, for pay grades
l^, 5» ^> and 7 within each of the 62 ratings, written examin-
ations must be prepared by the Naval Examining Cen^ter* fhe
Chief Petty Officer examinations are preptired annually and

lor the other top pay grades aami-annually. 7hua lor the 62
ratings a total ol l^i^JL dillerent examinations are cons trueted»
distributedy scored and reported on annuallys
Annual Annual fotal written
p*y ProlessionaX Military Examinations
Grade Hate Examinations Examinations Annually
E-7 CPO 62 1 63
E-6 IPO 12U 2 126
E-5 2P0 121|. 2 126
E-ii. 3P0 12k 2 Mk
kkx
In addition to the above, operational tests are pre*
pared by the Center lor lour skill levels with each ol
twelve ratings.
Test Procedurea in the Past . Prior to the establish*
aie&t ol the Naval Examining Center Um administration ol
written examinations lor advancement was partially centralized
and partially decentralized. The Bureau ol Haval Personnel
oonstx^ctedy distributed and scored the examinations lor
Chief Petty Ollicer. Designated commanders ashore and alloat
were directed and authorized to oonstruot, distribute and
score exai&inationa lor pay grades E-1)., H->5» «^^ b:*6 within
their respective coimnands.
Annually the Bureau ol Naval Personnel received nomi-
nations Irom coBBQanding ollicers ol eligible lirst class
petty ollicers. The written examinations lor Oniel Petty
Ollicer, which were prepared by tlie Bureau, were distributed

to designated conaanders* Examining boards were convened by
these designated commanders lor tJhe purpose oi prootoring
the examinations. Upon completion ot the examinations they
were forwarded by the examining boards direct to the Biireau
for grading. The Bureau published periodically the names ot
personnel whose advancement to Chief Petty OiTicer was author-
ised Xrom a master eligibility list. Thus advancement to
CPO was conducted on a serTioe-wide c(»BpetitiTe basis.
The administration o£ the testing pro^j^ram lor advance-
ment ol enlisted personnel to pay grades IS^kf S*'^* &nd £*6
«as conducted on an area-wide basis. Periodically the
Bureau published and distributed general instructions. Here
it is important to note that desi^ated consaanders ashore
and afloat were given full authority over the administration
of the written examinations within their respective commands.
Hence> the nature of competition was area-wide rather than
service-wide. In this Instance the commanders convened
examining boards to construct, distribute and grade the
written tests. Within each area or command^ as the case may
be^ eligibility lists were prepared by the examining boards
as a result of the tests given. It was from these eligi-
bility lists chat advancements were effected upon receipt of
quotas from the Bureau* Thus it can be seen that any one
man was in competition with only those under the sam^ broad
eozmsand who were striving for advancement to the same rate

within the same rating*
AdTano«znent to non-petty officer rates covers |>ay
grades £«2 and E*3* Advancement to pay grade E-2 usually
takes place upon completion o£ ^ or k. months recruit training.
Praotioal factors and a written oiilitary examination are ad-
ministered by the recruit c(%nmand. Advanoeuient to pay grade
£-3 is made by ooimsanding officers without regard to competi-
tion or quotas. Eligible personnel are examined locally in
the praotiobl factors. Written tests on military and profes-
sional subjects are prepared^ given and graded locally. A
passing mark is all that is required.
•..-1
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8TBFS TAKBM fO JE£S'iL'AIiL.X&H XHE CENTISB
Board Conviined by tb» Buriiu of jSaYaJ^ Porgonn»X « Th«
n^od for improvement In t^io Hav^^s testii^ pro^r&m ior pro-
motion wft8 in<iieatdd during the years roXlovin^^ World War II*
Aooordini^j^ uhe Ctilef of HavaX PeraonneX convened u board on
20 Ootober 192^6 to detemiine the mental qualifications and
beet adralnlatrative procedures for promotion of NavaX
personnel* TUle plamiln^i; ^oup« aert»luafter referred to as
the **Board,** consisted of nine HamL officers as members and
one Hayal officer as a recorder. All of this group wore
Maval officers on duty in the Bureau of MairaX persoimei.
RepresentatlYes nominated by other HavaX bureaus and offices
participated in neetini^s of the Board to assist flumbers in
their deliberations*
the first oteetlng of the Board was called for 2i|. Hovest'
ber 191^3 to plan eourses oi actlony aethode and procedures to
aceompllsh its purpose* ¥he Chief of Naval Personnel pro*
2
posed a comprehensive a|,enda for use by the Board* He sug-
gested the general method of attacking the problea and
X
Chief of Haval Personnel letter* Pers-J^Xa-hl, 20
Oovober I9I4.6.
2





outllnod the scope oX the Board* a work within its preoept«
As a result of this preliminary meeting the Board was divided
into two committees to consider different aspects of the
3prohles* One coimRittee» known as the Administrative Crroup«
was directed to study problems concerning the laeehanios or
administration of pronotion requirements* The other oonunittee,
was directed to consider problems concerning promotion
qualii ications
•
Administrat ive Group * s Initial Recommendations • The
Administrative Group met on 2 December 19i|d and submitted ita
k
Initial recommendations:
•••that the Havy establish one examining center
under management control of BuPers which will function
for the entire Naval eatiablishment. By this plan all
activities doin^ the same or similar work would bo
consolidated^ thereby eliminating duplication and re->
ducing to a minimum the total personnel and funds
necessary to care for these needs of the Naval estab-
lishment. It would automatically achieve control of
the technical standards desired for each enlisted rate.
This Is not being accomplished now and i« necessary if
any standard of teoJanlcal quality is ever to be
achieved. It would eliminate hundreds ol local examin-
ing boards « including those afloat, now necessary for
preparing and marking enlisted exai3iination« for advance-
ment in rating. It is considered tiiat the man hours
saved for operating personnel would Justify the cost of
a consolidated examining activity.
Further recommendations were made, contingent upon acceptance
of the initial recommendations
s
^Chief of Naval Personnel letter, Pers-823-jr,
29 November 191^6.




• . , .tlTi&t. . .the mission ot the examining center woiild
be to (1) discharge the responsibilities connected with
preparing, distributing, and scoring all promotional ex-
aminations lor oXTioers and men of both the regular Navy
and Naval Reserve; or (2) discharge the above responsi-
bilities and in addition the preparation ol study ma-
terials and aids lor assisting personnel in preparing lor
advancement* In the event that the idea ol an examining
center is approved, subsequent study will be made to
determine whether the lirst or second mission outline
above is Uie most desirable.
Report ol Visit to Educational Teatinj^ rervice * The
Administrative Group, on 21 December 1943, made a visit to
Princeton lor the purpose ol studying the procedures and
techniques employed at the Educational Testing Service. The
report ol the lindlngs ol this study were ol particular im-
portance to the problems conl'ronting the Board. It was
lound that the Edueational 'lestlng Service was organised to
supply various educational iroitltutions with standardized
objective type tests in a wide variety ol subjects* Tests
are prepared lor college entrance boards, lor legal and
medical schools, lor entrance to the military and Naval
academies and lor many other activities* Continuous research
is employed to Insure reliability ana validity ol test items*
For efficient accurate operation the latest types of
mechanical sorting, punching and calculation machines have
been installed*




Th« visiting Group was particularly interested in the
organisation or the Testing Service. The Testing Service is
under the direction of a President assisted hy a number or
Starr advisors* (Bee Organization Chart on page 29 )• There
are two main divisions. One comprises the proressional
functions of research, statistical analysis, and test con-
struction. The other contains the administrative functions
including test administration, office administration,
accounting, purchasing, and personnel. In the test construc-
tion section It was found that the general tlae limits for
developing individual iteaifi varied from fifteen xnlnutes to
three hours depending upon the couplexlty of the subject
matter* Carefully selected personnel with specialised
technical training were employed as item writers. Each group
of Item writers developed and evaluated its own test items
with qiuility control being exercised by the group collective-
ly. The use of pre-tests was a regular part of the evalua-
tion of test items. The majority of test Items were of the
multiple choice type and it was pointed out to the visiting
Group that tiriis type of item would lend itself best to the
Havy*s purpose. It appeared that the work load of the
Testing Service was about one-half of what was anticipated
for the Naval Examining Center. On that basis it was felt
at this time that the Center should have some 160 personnel












































Numbers in parenthesis indicate number
o£ personnel empXo;jfed«
The Havy wae priAarlXy interested In the sections marked »•
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Report ol Sub-Qroup on Organlaatlon * A Sub-Group on
Organisation^ which was part ol th« AdmlnlstratlTa Group,
submitted a report on 3 January 19ii|.9 which was the result of
6
Its special study. This report contained rindlngs and
reeoimRendatlons In the areas or organizational relationship,
organisation ol the Center, and personnel* Specific recom-
mendations In the first category stated: that the Center
should be undar the military control of the activity to which
attached; that It should be located at a large training
center such as found at Norfolk, Great Lakes or San Diego;
7
that management control should be exercised by the Bureau of
6
Naval Personnel; and that technical control should be exer-
cised by the Research Division of the Bureau.
Concerning the organisation of the Center It was
specifically recommended: that there should be three major
functions which Include test construction, statistical
analysis, and administrative service; and that the test
Chief of Saval Personnel letter, Per8-637A-nJ-l,
3 January 1914.9 •
'Management control defined by Kavy Regulations: The
direction exercised In otner than military matters, by an
authority of the Kaval Establishment over a unit of the Kaval
shore establlslriment In the administration of Its local
operating functions,
^'Technical control defined by Navy Regulations: The
specialised or professional guidance ana direction exercised




construction function be broken down into oceupatiomil fields
with a qualllled civilian technician assigned to each field*
(See Chart on page 32),
In regard to enlisted personnel this group felt that
the majority of specialised ratings should be obtained from
the nearest Naval activity on a temporary basis. Kine
civilians and 25 officers were recommended as key personnel
for the necessary functions*
Additional findings and recommendations concerning
equipment and space were included in the above report* It
was felt that necessary equipment of various types should be
procured and that all scoring should be by machine. In
oonnection with space requirements it was considered that a
minimum of 300,000 square feet should be provided t&r full
scale operation.
Beport of Fub^Group on l^amlnations . A Sub-Oroup on
Examinations » also a part of the Administrative Group, subo
mitted a report to the Administrative Group on 7 January
9
191|.9 which is of interest* It was recommended that objec-
tive type m.ultiple choice items be employed rather than
essay or other type questions* It was considered that proper
administration of examinations would require outlining
9
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Head, LT. CDR, USN
Test Constructor, P-5
Ratings: AD, AT, AL, AO,
AC, AB, A£, AM, PR, AG,
____
TD. AK. AF , PH
Supply Corps Unii
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Head, LT, CDR, U8I^
iRati s ,G!
Smamary of Key Personnel :
MILITARY : CIVILIAN :
Captain 1 P-7
Commanders 3 P-*^
Lt. Cmdrs. 10 P-5
Lieutenants 1
25 Total 3k ENCLOSURE (A)

nsubject aAtt»r« t«st construotlon^ validating by sample test-
in^i, printing, distribution, scoring, reporting reeults and
revision of test Iteas tlu:*oui^ statistioal analysis* With
respeet to the actual scoring of tests it was determined that
one hand scorer could aark about Z,000 examinations per month
and that by IBM machine this could be raised to about 20,000
per month.
Promotion Group » s Report The Promotion Group sub*
mltted a report on 7 February 1949 ol its study oi adminls*
tratlve procedures lor the promotion of Naval enlisted
10
personnel* This report is of particular Interest in that
it ei^haslses the advantages which would result from the
centralised adoilnistration of examinations. The Group had
access to old examinations to support their conclusions*
Portions of this report are quoted here to show the concept
of centrallaation which reappeared at this time:
• ••The present system of constructing and adsiinlstaring
prolessloiial examinations for enlitited personnel is
decentralised and void of teclmical and administrative
effloltincy, Sxaisiinationa are prepared by a large number
of Haval persoimel and conducted by hufxdreds of local
examining boards, operating, for the most part, inde*
pendently ol one another, under the general direction of
sev«>ni^edn command boards*
Present ex&nilnatlon procedures pex^lt the existence of
various undesirable conditions which must be expected
under the circumstances. As a general rule, examinations
are unscientifically constructed, poorly organized, un-
balanced In form and scope, and frequently become merely
10




a pXay on words. As a result, they lalX to adequately
measure signlfleant skills or emphasize some skills out
ol all proportion to their lisportance*
This dispersed system ofiers little opportunity for
over-all competition between enlisted men or the same
rate. As a result « better qualllled m&n at one command
frequently fall to pass an examination because of Its
exacting nature* while less qualified men at other
eooBsands are able to pass a comparatively simpler
examination.
One of the basic concepts of the Navy promotional examl*
nation system should be the establishment and mainten-
ance of standardised levels of achievement for each
r&tlng* These levels cannot be maintained under the
present system with Its hit or mlfls methods of examin-
ation construction.
By the same token, the man hours required by Naval
personnel for constructing^ examinations Is tlfiie devoted
to a very specialized type of work in which they have
little Interest and for which they may be totally un-
qualified. The time consumed could be used to much
better advantage in exercising mixii^ary responsibility
and Impx-ovlng professional knowled|<;e.
Wide Interest In revlKsin^ the present system is reflected
in requests continually being made by various commands
for Improving existing methods of preparin^^ and adminis-
tering examinations.
In view 01 the above, a revision oX^ the present systma
•eeme ir^ndatory. ihe most pi^aoticable appears to be
centralization oi respoaslblllty for the preparation,
distribatlon, and scoring of promotion examinations for
enlisted men.
The recoiuffiendations contained In this same report
serve to Illustrate the aetermlnation of the Board to es-
tablish a Kaval Examining Center. This report stated that
ti:ie Center should be established as soon as possible at
Norfolk, Virginia under the military and coordination con-
trol oi a large administrative command with technical and
management control exercised by the Bureau of :£$aval
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Personnel and wiUL teohnlcal control by the Besearoh Division
o£ the Bureau. It was recoilsed that close liaison would
have to be la&intained with the Training Division o£ the
Bureau in order to insure a promotion prograa best suited to
the Hav7*8 needs « Considerations oonoeming personnel
allowances were Included in the reooismendations* Large num-
bers or teohnioal personnel both o^iTlcer and enlisted were
expected to be ordered to the Center ri>r temporary duty for
test construction*
Establishiaent of the Center . Although the c<aiiplete
file on the proceedings of the Board are not available the
foregoing will serve to illustrate the nature and scope of
^e Board's study. As a direct result of this comprehensive
study by the Board« the Chief of Haval Personnel made an
official request to the Chief of Kaval Operations that the
11
Haval Examining Center be established. Accordingly, the
Center was officially established under an officer in charge
.
12
on 1 May 19^9 • Its location was to be at the South Annex
of the Kaval Beoeivin^ Station^ Kaval Base, Horfolk,
Virginia* fhe Secretary of the Havy directed that this
activity be tmder the military command and coordination con-
trol of the COMoanding Officer* United States Naval Heoeivlng
^"^Chief of iraval Personnel letter, HM10(2) f9PB»ZS22/km Serial: £i-*20, 22 April 1949
•
^SeoHav letter, op 21j.c/oj m/iik'2 Serial? 176P2l|.,
26 nay 1914.9.

station, Norfolk, Virginia and under the managemont control
of th» Bureau oi Haval Personnal. The Chief ol Naval
Personnel formulated the mi salon of the Center as follows
j
fhe Maval Examining Center ia charged with the
responsibility for preparing examinatione for advance-
ment of all enlisted llaval personnel, both regular and
reserve. In addition, the Center is responsible for
distribution of the teats, prepeiration of directives
for administration of examinations, including security
measures, aooi'lng examinations, analysis of past
examinations and preparation of reports on the qualifi-
cations and competitive standings of the personnel
examii:u»d.
7hus the machinery which was set in motion on
20 October 19i|.6 resulted in the establisifMent of a new and
unique activity in the Savy enga^^ed in the centralised ad-
ministration of the testing of enlisted personnel for
advancement in rating.
Relationship of the Center to the Bureau of Hayal
fersonnal . Xt is deslrod at this point to show the relation-
ship of the Center to the Bureau of Kaval Personnel* Hone of
the Bureau organisation charts show the taiits with which the
Center has either direct or indirect contact* 0r* £• D«
Carstater, Head of the Training Beseareh Branch of the Re-
search Division in the Bureau has gathered information for
the writer which explains this relationship* The following
brief outline shows a partial organization of the Bureau of
Haval Personnel. Operation imits which concern the work of
the Center are indicated. Following the organisational
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outline is a brief explanation oX the iunotions performed bj
the units concerned with the Examining Center*
PARTIiiL OROAHIZATIOM OP THB
BUREAU OF NAVAL P«R?^ONHHX
Pers Chief of Naval Personnel
Pers-l Deputy Chief of Naval Personnel
Pers-11 Administrative and Manageaent Division
(1) Per8-112 Personnel Branch
Pers-15 Research Division
(2) Per8<*l5l Training Kesearch Branch
(3) Pers-153 Billet and Qualifications Besearch
Branch
Pera-A Assistant Chief for Plans
Pers-Al Plans and Policy Control Division
Pers-All Policy Control Branch
P©rs-Al2 Personnel Plans Branch
Pers-Al3 Complements and Allowances Branch
(I4.) Per8-Al32 Continental Shore and Overseas
Bases Section
(it.) Pers-Allj. Strength and Statistics Braneh
Pers«B Assistant Chief for Personnel Control
Pers-Bl Officer Personnel Division
Pers-Bll Distribution Braneh
(5) Pers-Blll Distribution Control Section
Pers-B2 Enlisted Personnel Division
Pers-B21 Distribution Branch
(5) Per8-B211 Detailing Seetion
Pers-B22 Perfonaance Branch
(6) Per8-B223 Promotions Section
Per8-B3 Personnel Transportation Division
Pers-Bli Medals and Awards Division
Per8-B5 Retirement Division
Per8-B6 Recruiting Division
Pers«C Assistant Chief for Education and Training
Pers-Cl Training Division
(7) Pers-Cll Standards and Curriculiuit Branch
(o) Pers-Clll curriculum and Instructor draining
Section
(8) Per8-C112 Training Publications Section
(6) Pers-CllS Distribution Section
Per8-C12 Field Administration Branch
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(6) Fers>ci21 Sniistad Iralnin^ fraction
(8) Per»-Cl23 Pxrnc clonal Training Section
(9)
(9)
Pers-D Assistant Ci:ii6r lor Naval Kesorve
Per8«>Dl Naval Fieserve Division
Pers-Dlll Organlsacl Reserve Branch
Pers-DlHv Aviation Proi^am Branch
Pers-E Assistant Chief for Beoords
Pers-El Personnel Accounting Division
(10) Pers«Ell Tabulated Beoords Branch
Pers-E2 Officer and Idiscellaneous Record Division
(11) Pers-£3 Enlisted Services and l^ieoords Division
Pers*F Assistant chief lor Legislation and I^ialson
Pers-O Assistant Chief for Morale Services
Pers-H Assistant Chief for Finance and Property
Management
(k) Pers-Hl Fiscal Division
ik) Per8-a2 Shore Btation Development Division
Pers'J Chief or Cnaplalns
Explanatory Hote s
!• Advisory service on civilian personnel loatters.
2. Advisory service via Pcrs-ci or Per8-B223 on
matters ox test development and evaluation techniques and
on procedures for distribution and administration of the
tests.
3« Prepares changes to the Manual of Qualifications
for Advancement in Hating which is the basic guide in the
preparation of tests.
4* Liaison through Pers~Cl on matters of complements
and allowances y facilities, budgets and accounts.
5* Kacoinmenas allowances of officer and enlisted
personnel for the Center, assli^ns officers to duty, keeps
allowance ol required ratings filled.
6. Direct contact on matters of scheduling the ad-
ministration of examinations, numbers of personnel eligi*
ble, re^^ulatlons Xor administration and handling, quotas
for advancement, reports to commands and BuPers on ad->
vancements authorised.
7. Direct contact for technical and management con-
trol of til© Center.
8» Through Pers-cil provide information for co-




9» Through Pars -CI and/or Per8-B223 keeps the Center
Informed ol requirements or examinations for Surface
Organised Reserve units and Maval Aviation Feserve units*
10. Advises on procedures and equipment lor handling
IBM operations.
Xl« Audits eligibility of candidates for advancement*
Files NavPers iovm h2l\. In enlisted record jackets.
It is si^nifiocuit to note that dual direet channels
have been established between the Bureau and the Center
«




PSVELOFliiINT OF THE OhGAliXZAaiON OF THE CE£i1.>KR
What conditions no^d to bo eatisried to oarrj out the
docision to astftbllsh th« Contor? It has to be large enough
with suXlicient personnel and adequate equipment so that it
can handle the anticipated load and handle It promptly*
Otherwise it won't work* It has to rely on a system of
eoBQBunications to auQce it physically possible to reach Naval
activities all over the world* In this regard it must noti^
all Kaval personnel o£ forthcoming examinations; it must send
those examinations rapidly; and it must receive the results
pron^tly for effective handling* Furtheimtore* it is essen-
tial that security of exaininations to be maintained at all
times*
thB Center must be capable of devising examinations
which can be regarded as suitable and cOB^etent* To accom-
plish this it cannot rely solely on its officers and enlisted
personnel* The techniques of testing and Bteasurement are too
highly specialised to expect Naval personnel to be proficient
in that field* Thus a major problem of the Center is one of
organisation such that competent civilian test technicians
can be brought in under conditions Uiat will be an induce-
ment for them to stay* This raises another problem of the
status of civilians* On that point it is significant to
- 1|.0 -
1-
note that tho Center wenl through reorganisation eeveraX
times*
Inhere were three distinct and different phases In-
volved In the evolution o£ the Center's organisation* Bel ore
describing tnese phases, however » It is necessary to present
the duties ot the Officer in Charge and his Assistant*
The Officer in Charge is assigned dlreotl^ by the
Chief of naval Personnel* He is under the military coaunand
of the Commanding Off lcer» Naval Reoeivlng station, Norfolk*
Virginia and under the manageaent and technical control of
the Bureau of Haval Personnel* The Officer in Charge is
responsible for the direetion and supervision of all activl*
ties of the Center including
s
(a) preparation of exaiBinatlons for
advancement or promotion of Maval personnel,
both regular and reserve;
(b) distribution of tests
|
(c) preparation of directives for
administration of examinations;
(d) scoring of examinations;
(e) preparation of reports on the
qualifications of personnel examined;
(f) preparation and promulgation of
analysis information to fleet and shore based
coBBsands and to the Bureau; and,
(g) establishment and enforcement of
security measures*
!Ehe Officer in Charge is further responsible for the entire
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organizational «tructur« under hie eoiaaand and for its
•rriclont oporatlon doslgned to accomplish offeetlvoly Its
mission.
Tho Assistant to the Oll'lcor lu Giiarge Is the line
ol'floer next In rank to the Ofllcer In charge who acts In
his pXttce during his absence* In accordance with Navy Begu*
Xatlons all orders Issued hy the Assistant are considered as
emanating X'rota the OXfloer In Charge, fhe Assistant orflcer
In Charge Is responsible to the ori'lcer In Charge lor
military discipline, organization* admiinl&tratlon, security,
and general efricl&noy o£ tiie activity.
The organisation o£' the Center v»lll be presented in
three distinct phases in order to acquaint the reader with
the nature of its development* First of all, the initial
organisation was designed to get the Center into operation
with what personnel were than available. A Job had to be
done ana was done under pressure to meet Initial deadline
dates* Lines oi authority and responsibility were never
clearly defined and the organisation in 19It-9 and most of
1950 was never officially approved* It functioned and accom-
plished its mission but obviously it was not efficient or
effective. The first major change came in September 1950
when an official organisation chart was approved. Here an
attempt was made to define duties and responsibilities and
to recognise the technical nature of the activity*
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Fin&lly in X&rch 1951 th« present org&nlz.&tlon wae dtvaloped
1
and approved by th© Officer in Chapgo.
Initial Qrganl&ation of tha Cantar > Tha initial organi-
sation of tha Cantar la indleatad in cnart form on paga l^^
Tha Center was divided into three branchaa for administrative
purposaas Production, Sarvicea and ITtilisation. Baeh
Branch was divided into aeetiona in aceordanee with apeoifia
duties. Under tirie Froduetlon Branch were tha Control*
Operations and Illuatrationa Sections* The Services Branch
waa divided into tha following three aeetiona s Adainia*
trativat Tacurity, and Supply. fh« Utilisation Branch had
two seotionB: Field Administration, and statistical and IBM.
fhe Operations Section of the Production Branch was fiirther
•ub-divided into eight groups which covered th© entire Naval
rating strueture. It was within these groups that apecialised
enlisted peraonnal of all rates ware assigned to begin the
production of teat items*
All funetlons wera performed by military personnel
with the exception of four civil service civilians • One
civilian vi&s Director of £:ducational Measureinent* Another
waa Assistant Head of tha Production Branch and two Educa«-
tional Measuresiant Speeiallats were assigned to the Operations
ntJ. S. Department of tkm Havy. Qr^^anlzation end Be^-
lationa of the 0. S. Haval :g:xaniining Cen'ier . I^estricied.
]&th Mav&l I istrTct" Publications and Printing Offlea, Norfolk,
































Saetion. A discussion of the missions ot each branch and
ssotlon as originally set up X'ollows.
The Director of Educational Measurement was the prlncl-
pal professional employee. He worked directly under the
Officer in Charge and was responsible for the technical as-
pects of policy and operating procedures* Thus he acted as
technical consultant to the Officer in Charge* He planned
and directed formal and iniormal programs of training for
all personnel assigned to the Center* He supervised and
appraised the effectiveness of the civilian employees attach*
ed to the Center* He reviewed standard operating procedures
for preparation of the testing program* He established
standards, in keeping with the over-all objectives of the
Examining Center « for the production and utilisation of ex-
aminations in various rates* He reviewed and evaluated the
procedures for administrative control of the testing program*
He conferred with branch and section heads to indicate
feasible and effective procedures and techniques for accom-
plishing tasks* He carried on liaison activities with the
Bureau or Kaval Personnel on technical matters concerning
the mission of the Center* It was essential that the
Technical Director, as he was sometimes called, keep himself
informed of progress in the fields of training and education,
tests and measurements, educational psychology, and
statistics*

Th9 Production branch was asslgnad tho mission of
planning* constructing, and preparing lor publication all ax-
aminationa which ware in connection with the advaneement in
ratiz^ or enlisted personnel of the fiavy* Broad policy in
examination construction rested with this Branch. To accom-
plish its mission it maintained liaison with technical
bureaus and the operating Xorces of the Navy. It initiated
requests xor enlisted men to be assigned to the Center for
temporary duty to assist in test production. These requests
were made periodically, as conditions warrant, to insure the
presence of personnel qualified in all the specific ratings.
Transfers, sickness or emergency leave sometimes deplete the
staff of key personnel, thus in order to meet scheduled
dates of test production it was necessary to insure that
•aeh of the 62 ratin^^s were represented continuously by a
qualified Chief Petty Officer. The Production Branch was
responsible for conducting operational research, evaluation
of test plans and the determination of priority as to tests
to be constructed. It outlined tests in accordance with
advenoement requi reliants. To do this it obtained source
material, maintained an up*to-date library, and maintained
a classified item file. The classified item file repre-
sented those test items which were found by test analysis
to be uaable In future examinations. Further responsibili-
ties of t;he Production Branch included the writing and
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asa««bllng of testa, designing Isyouta lor test booklets and
answer sheets and the preparation o£ final copies oX examlna'
tions for proofreading and monitoring while in production.
Within the Production Branch the Control Section
orl«£lnated broad policy in exauuinatlon construction. Tills
seotlon continually reYlewed and evaluated test plans and
experimental forms to insure conformity with general policy
and editorial standards. The quallfioations for advance-
sent in rating were reviewed in the light of technological
changes in material and equipment. The Control Section also
xnaintalned continuous review of study materials and manuals
which were available to the fleet. Information on this
•ubjeet was aaeential to Uie Operations Faction for the pur-
pose of framing items which would be fair.
The heart of the Center, with relation to the con-
tinuous production of test items, lay witliin the Operations
Section. Test items were outlined in accordance with advance^
ment requirements. Items were written, assembled, and re-
viewed. Constant attention to the principles of £Ood test
construction had to be observed by all persons within this
section. The classified item file was started here and
used by item writers for preparation of examinations. During
all phases of production the test items were proofread and
monitored to insure a finished product oX the highest
caliber. This section was also responsible for the
1I
1^8
development ol the de£)ii«,n ioiol layout lor teat booklets and
answer sheets*
To assist In the orderly preparation of sxamlnatlonB
the item writers were divided Into eight groups within the
Operations Seetion* Baoh group was given responsibility tor
originating test Items lor speoliled rates within definite
occupational 11elds:
Deck* Ordnance « and Electronic
a
Precision Equipment






The duties ol the Illustrations Section also were re*
lated to the production ol examinations. It developed line
drawings, sohematic drawings and sketches for use in lllus*
tratlng test items* It was considered desirable to have a
certain percentage of each examination includa test items
which involve visual questions 02 alternatives* Items which
required illustrations were submitted by Item writers to the
Illustrations Section early in their construction* Sketches
were prepared, reviewed, checked and verified for exactness
as the items proceeded tkirough various stages to their
approved form* Many of these Illustrations were original and
many were adapted from text books or manuals by masking and
lettering* {^statistical graphs were also prepared as directed*
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A Hevlow Board lunetloned within the Control Peetlon
for the continuous critical study ol comploted t«st items*
Here a linal appraisal oi the correctness and exactness of
items were iaade« Items v^ich did not measure up to standard
were returned to the originating^ group lor reworking* Items
which passed the Review Board were assembled into the final
examinations in accordance with an approved test outline*
Pinal responsibility ol the Keview Board involved approval
of examinations for printing*
The Services Branch was required to X'urnieh necessary
servlcea and materials to support the operations of the
Center* It processed requests for temporary duty personnel
which were originated by the Control Section. It main-
tained the records of personnel attached to the renter,
making necessary entries into these records to insure their
being up-to-date* Thin branch was responsible for the
maintenance o£ the physical facilities and equipment of the
Center* The receiving, stowing and issuing of supplies as
well as the processing of reqiilsltlons for supplies were Its
major functions* Further, the acco^jntln^: for materials In
stowage and releasing of such materials on order had to be
accomplished to insure efficient operation of the Center*
Another major function of the Services Bx^nch was the
operation of the mall room. Her© all mall was received,
opened, sorted and distributed* Examinations wore wrapped
II
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for iorwardlzig to VaTal units thx^oughout tho world. Com-
pl«ted •jcamlnatlons received here were turned over to the
UtlllK&tion Branch. Finally, material of a confidential or
secret nature was kept under appropriate custody until re-
leased to authorised personnel. Pull security measures were
maintained. The BerTices Branch was divided into three
seotions to assist in tho accomplishment of its mission*
The Administrative Section planned and coordinated
service functions, assi^ed work and determined priorities.
Requisitions for temporary duty personnel were processed.
Boutine correspondence to and tr€m the Center was handled in
this section. The operation of the mall room was one of its
major functions. Whenever olorioal service was needed by
another section the Administrative Section distrii^uted its
available personnel as directed by the Head of the Services
Branch. Often the typing of test items could be a bottle-
neck in meeting pi*oduction schedules. Hence it was essen-
tial that a reserve typing pool be available as it was in
this section. Finally, the Administrative Section was
responsible lor mimeographing, manuscripts of bulletins,
station orders and other material.
The Security Section enforced security measures pre-
scribed by the Officer in Charge. Preparing examinations
for distribution to the Navy and receiving completed examin-
ations for scoring involved the alert observance of full
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security measuires. Tho B«curity Section was responsible for
the stowage and release of confidential and secret material.
Finally^ other functions required the maintenance of physical
facilities end equipment and the control of transportation
for the Center*
The Supply Section, as the name ii&plie8« was responsi-
ble for the preparation and processing of requisitions for
supplies* It received, stowed and issued supplies for the
Center* 8 operation and maintained appropriate supply records
and accounts*
The Utilization Branch was charged with the responsi*
bility of scoring and recording the scores of all examina-
tions* It disseminated information, planned the utilization
of examinations in accordance with the needs of the service,
and implemented plans by devising appropriate forms and
procedures for use within and without the Center* Circular
letters and dispatches addressed to all activities of the
Navy regarding the availability and use of examinations
originated in this Branch. Bulletins of Information
describing the form, content and function of examinations
were prepared, with sample questions* Orders from the fleet
and shore establishments for specific examinations were re-
ceived and processed* In doing this, special records were
kept to verify the distribution of examinations against the
prepared distribution list* Finally, one of this branches
main functions was the establishment of procedures for
I.
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reportin,^ test scores, incXudin^ the computing al multiples
for determining^ relative atandlne oi eendldetes* The follow-
ing two seotlons were established vltnln the Utlllxatlon
Branch to accomplish the 1 unctions assl^^ned.
The Field Administration iPectlon was responsible for
planning and oxlgln&tln^ directives and forms for dletrlbu*
tlon* It was charged with the adsilnlstratlon of test materi-
als Including the shipment, handling, stowage and return of
such material. In connection with orders for exa^nlnatlone
It prepared a distribution list of activities, received and
approved orders, tabulated orders and maintained records of
their filing through IBM order control* Ihe distribution
was verified against the prepared list. Returned used or un-
used examinations were chocked in order to prepare lists of
activities to be contacted lor explanation of unsetIssfactory
returns* Procedures for reporting test scores and computing
xiuiltiples were established. Finally, score reports were
checked against test returns to Insure correctness.
The Statistical and IBM Beotion conducted routine
operational studies for the Production Branch, including
test analysis. It used various IBM machine systems for con-
trol of Inventories and test scores. Completed exaiQlnations
were scored, records prepared and tabulated, and reports of
qualified personnel were prepared.

Th« Personnal allowancn lor the M&val Bx&xalnlng Ceiit«r»
aa Initially autUori^eci by t,]a& Bureau ol liaval Persoimelf
consisted oi 23 coxamlssionod olXicars, 110 anliatecL meii^ and
I4. civilian civil service employees
•
The officer complement consisted of the I'ollowlng!
MuBiber Bank
1 Captain (Line), OxXioer in Charge
1 COBBoander (Line), A88t« OinC
X Coiamander (CEC)
7 Lieutenant Cosoiianders (Line)
1 Lieutenant cosaoander (MCG)
7 Lieutenants (Line)
1 Lieutenant (KC)
3 Lieutenants (JG) (Line)
X Lieut&nant (JG) (SO)
The civilian per&onnel oc^plesient consisted of tl3#
following:
Number Civil Service Assij&niaent|atl^
X QB 13 Director of Educational Measurement
1 GS 12 Asst, Keacl, ProducUion Branch
2 as 11 Educational Measurement Specialists
The enlisted eompleeaent is tabulated by rate as
follows:
Ho. Rate Ho» Bate0« Bate lio* Kate
1 ' BMC 2 PMC
2 cw 1 rsx
X RPC 1 MAC
Z SOC 2 fiua
2 TMC 2 MA2
I OMC 2 SKC
X PCC 1 SKI
X FTC 1 DKC
X MMC 2 CSC
X EfC 1 SHC
X IMC 1 JOC
k s» 1 mo
X MMC 1 ADC
2 mc 1 ATC
X mc 1 ALC
X BTC 1 AOC
X BMC 1 ACC
X ICG 1 ABC
X WSC 1 ADC
a FPC 1 AMC
i mc 1 PRC
X PMC 1 AGC





1 YH2 X DMC
12 YII3 X DMl
X OMC X DM2
X TEC X KUC
X RMC X PHC
Sk
Ho. Rat. No. Rat.
X UhC X TDC
I SVC X AKC
I CBO X AFC
X CDC X HMC
I CMC 2 DTC
X BUC 1 EDC
X sue
It Is significant to not« tha number and variety of
rates o£ Chief Petty Officers that were attached to the
Center. This &ro\xp was utilised In formulating original
test items in order to obtain technical accuracy in their
construction* This permanent staff was augmented from time
to time by military personnel assigned to tlie Center for
temporary duty. A« mentioned earlier* this etep is often re-
quired in connection with the preparation of specific exami-
nations to meet scheduled advanc^aent programs.
First Major Change in Organization . The need for a
change In organization appeared to be indicated after the
Center had been in operation about one year, considerable
discussion in policy meetings took place over the problem of
fitting civilians into the organization. Should they be
definitely within the chain of command above or below the
military personnel? Should they be outside the chain of
command and function entirely in a stafl advisory capacity?
In this regard they woiild form a hierarchy of their own
apart from the military personnel. Or* should the civilians
be located at the various levels within the chain of command.

but acting in an advisory capacity to designated military
personnel?
These problems were ol ^^rave concern to the Officer
in Chari^e* The Center was jTunctioning in the manner
described but the organization that existed was not orficlal-
ly approved. Personnel who could best do the Job were work-
ing long hours i^ile others made little or no contribution*
This was partly the result ol the lack oX' clearly defined
duties and responsibilities. Basically the initial organiza*
tion was sound but it needed evaluation in the light o£
experience before it could receive the stamp of official
approval. The question of the best way to organise the
Center y then, involved a decision on how to relate the vari-
ous necessary functions with each other and what to do with
the civilians. After all« it was clearly indicated what
functions had to be performed to accomplish the mission and
most or all of these tasks were in operation* With regard
to the four civilians « who were originally attached to the
Center* Umj were assisting in every way to £.ive the activity
the benefit of their technical training In tests and measure-
ment* However* none of them coixld make his presence effec-
tive without the official backing of the Officer in Charge.
The tendency of the military personnel to consider
the civilians as advisers led to the first major change in

























approved oreS&nisation which booaiuG elf&ctlve on 1 Tseptaaber
1950* It will be noted Uiat the lunctione previously
desorlbed In the Initial organization are all Incorporated
In tlie change but their relationship with each other was
altered somewhat. Of Importance is the Taot that the
organization, as Indicated hmve, was oiflcially approved by
the Oiricer in Charge in an effort to Improve upon the
previous system.
It is significant to note that the Officer In Charge
Made a definite decision regarding the place of the civilian
•oployees. Also the organization Included an Increase In
allowance of citizens to 10. All the civilians were grouped
together in their own hierarchy and functioned In an advisory
capacity. The feohnical Director, who was the senior
civilian, came under the Officer In Cliarge or his Assistant*
There were two civilians directly under the Technical
Director v^o functioned as advisers to the Operations and
Control Branches respectively. Six civilians were designated
examiners for test development and actually worked as
advisers with the designated operations sections Involved in
test construction. Thus we see a temporary solution to the
problems of organization involved in the growth of the
Center.
On© new element went into effect with the ciiange in
organization was th© formation of the General Policy and
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Planning Board. Thla Board had as its laambers tho OfX'lcar
in Charge 4 the Assistant Oflicer in Charge, the Technical
Director* trie Head ol the Production Divisiont and the Head
of tho Administrative Division. It was intended that this
Board would 1 unction in matters ol major policy which
aflected the Center* In its deliberations it would have the
benefit of the experience and ability of its members i^o
vsre the key personnel of the Center. However « the Officer
in Charge, in accordance with his responsibility, made the
final decision on all policy matters. Actually the General
Policy and Planning Board was nothing more than a meeting of
H«ads of Departments or key personnel which must function in
any organisation.
It wasn't long before it was realised that the
technical nature of the Center's work required a stronger
organisation. It became apparent that the change made in
September 1950 did not utilize to the fullest extent the
services of the civilian personnel who were trained in the
specialised field of testing. Not only were the military
personnel constantly going to th«» civilians for advice but
there existed the major consideration of changes in military
personnel to and from the Center. A strengthening of the
permanent organizat^ional structure was clearly indicated.
Accordingly, in March 1951 another major change was
officially m«ide in the Center's organization.
!
f9
Present OrEanlzation of tha Center > X*he presant
2
organisation of the Center la the result or experience
gained in almost two years ol operation. (See tiie Organisa-
tion Chart on pa^e 60) • The most significant change wliich
came about was the return to an operational chain o£ ecMi&axid
relationship of iunctions. The civilian employees are
placed within the chain oX ooiuaand at various levels accord-
ing to their qualiiications. Another signilioant change Is
the grouping ol the Administrative Division as a staff
function under the Assistant Officer in Charge. It will be
reeo^ised that the functions described in the initial
organisation continue to operate. A brief description of
the present crganlzation follows.
The Technical Director who is the principal civil
service professional esiployee 1b directly imder the Assistant
Officer in Charge. He acts as technical consultant to the
Officer in Charge and is responsible for the technical
supervision of all personnel assigned to the Center. He is
further respcnElble for the tasks performed by the Profes-
sional and Services Division, their Branches and their
Sections.
It is jjigniflcant to note that the Center Is function-
ally erganleed Into three major divisions: Adm.lnistratlve»
2
Organisation and Regulations of the U. S. Haval





































Professional, and f^ervloas* Tha Administrative Division^
under the Assistant Oflioer in Charge^ is responsible for
arious administratiTe« non*teohnical functions in support
of the Center* 8 mission. It is further divided into three
sections: Mail» f>upplyf and Personnel* The Professional
and the Services Divisions are under the Technical Director.
Within the Professional Division are the Control^ Operations^
and Fesearoh and Evaluation Branches* The Control Branch
is responsible for the review of examinations prepared to
insure that they are appropriate » adequate and technically
correct. The Operations Branch is the heart of the activity
related to test construction. Within this Branch the vari-
ous Operations Sections develop test items from approved
bibliographies* The Research and Evaluation BrsLhch conducts
continuous research to establish evaluation procedures, pre-
pares necessary reports on the performance of candidates for
advuacemsnt in the exftmin«tion8« and endeavors to insure
uniform interpretation and application of statistical data*
The Services Division provides the many services re-
quired in the shipment and security of exaiidnationst the
processing of returns by IBM machines, and the compilation
of data used in ajaalyses and research* In the IBM Branch of
this division the latest mechanical equipment is used to
facilitate fast efficient tabulation of all data required*

Total peraonnel aXXowancea provided for the Kayal
Examining; Cantar at thla tine Include: 22 officers, 13 civil
service professional employees (P.esearoh Psychologists who
are specialists in the field of educational testing and
measurement^, and 1^0 enlisted personnel including a repre-
























Officer Allowance and Assi^naente
Officer in Charge
Assistant Officer in Charge
Head* Operation Section XV
collateral duty as Head, Illustration Unit
Head, Administrative Division
Head* Services Division
Head, Test Planning and Review r>ection
Head, Shipping and Ftowing Branch
Services Division
Test Planning:, and Heview Section
Test Planning and Review Section
Head, Operation Section V
Head, Becords ana Reports Branch
Head, IBM Branch
Head, Operation Section II
Head, Operation flection VIII
Head, Operation Section I
Head, Technical Library, Custodian Registered
Publications
Head, Operation Section VI
Head, Operation Section VII
Operations Section I
Head, Operation Section III
Operation J^ection V
Professional Allowanee ( Civilians ) and Aesibninents
These employees are Civil Service personnel who are
specialists (Beaearch Psychologists) in the field of edu-
cational testing and measuring,
OS-13 Technical Director, Head Professional Division
as-12 Head, Control Branch
OS-12 Head, Operations Branch
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Q5-12 Head, Research and EvaXuatlon Branch
as-ii Operations Saotion X
QS-11 Operations fioo tion II
GS-li Operations ."^eetion III
OS-IX Operations Sec tion IV and V
OS-11 Operations f^eetion VI and VII
GS-11 Operatlona tec tion VIII
OS-9 Research and I-ivaXuatlon Branch
OS-9 Research and T,valuation Branch
GS-9 Heady l^tatistieaX Section
mui ted AXXowance and Assl^ouBents
Ho. Hat« Wo. Hate No* Rate Hoj. Bate
1 BUQ X PHX X PHC X swc
2 QMO X PH2 2^ SH X mc
X RDC 2 MAC X }mo X ADC
z £0C 2 MAX 2 mc X ATC
z fMC 2 m2 X MHO X ALC
1 am 2 SKC X BTC X AOC
X FCC X 3KX X BMC X ACC
X FTC X SK2 X ICC X ABC
X mc X DKC X UWC X AEC
X KTC X PK2 2 FPC X AMC
X IlfQ 2 CSC 2 DCC X PRO
X CMC X hUG X PMC X AGC
X lEC X JOC X NLC X TDC
X HMC X PIC X SVC X AKC
1
YfiC X Lie X CEC X AFC
imx X DMC X CDC X BMC
XI YII2 X DMX X CMC 2 DTC
13 YK3 X PM2 X BUC X BW
2 FNC X »UC
The enlisted alloiranoe is augmented by personnel
assigned for temporary duty in connection with the prepara-




PKOCKPORES ESTABLISHED BY THB CEN'jCKR
Inatructlona for the Administratis of Kxaxnlnatlona
•
The administration ol a sarvlce-wlde testing program requires
a set of instructions whieh will elfectlvely standardise the
procedure to be followed by personnel involved* Such in-
structions are promulgated to all commanding officers and
others interested in the conduct of service-wide examina-
tions for advancement in rating* This manual is directed to
commandints officers, examining boards and convening authori-
ties* In addition to specific directions and clearly defined
responsibilities a check list and general instructions are
included to insure proper standardized performance of duties
throughout the service*
Before discussing the various sections of the Manual
of Instructions it is essential to emphasize the nature of
service-wide examinations. On a designated day at a speci-
fied time all eligible enlisted personnel throughout the
world are examined by warlous local examining boards*
Personnel striving for a particular rate within a particular
1
U.r* Department of the Uavy* Bureau of Naval Person-
nel* Instructions for Admlni s tration of {a^anlnations for
Advaneamen t to Fay Grades H^h » S*^ »" £->'57 and E-7 * SavPers




ratlrvi take th© r.am^ tocst whether thay are oversoaa or In the
Dnited states. Thua It Is eapeolally important that a
stondardlKad set o.f Instructlona bo rigidly followed by the
nuioeroua oxfttfiinlnti, boards »dt up thi-ou^hout the world.
The fc,eimj»al inatructionp contained in the Bianual ior
the adfiilnl strati on o£ examlnatlonei cover tlrio aubjaota of
security, accountability and lorwaiding ot escaxidnations.
Strict accountability o£ fell exai^inationa la enjoined* Prior
to the time scheduled for oondueting examinationa the examin-
ations ars not to be opened to anyone. Keproduetlon of any
part of an examinatiou la prohibited except by tlie Haval
Examining Center* Thla latter provision la an attetspt to
insure that no questions ^111 line th«tlr way into circula-
tion. As will be a.^u»wn later some teat Itoma are used in
subsequent examlnatlona when it in detereilned by the Center
that it is desirable.
When personnel wiio are eli^ilbie i»o compete for advance-
ment are transferred it is the x*espon8lbillty of the coramand-
Ing officer to notify tiie seriior iieiriber of the examining;
board concerned. Tlius the appropriate examinations siust be
forwarded to the ns^ eoismanding officer who is responsible
for their delivery to the new examining board. It can be
B0QUf thor«fore, tiiat no |>enalty is attached to an individual
who toay be in the process of moving to a new duty assignment.
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The n«xt aeotion deals with instructions to conmand-*
in^ olficers. Hera the subjects covered are the nomination
of candidates and Uie letter oH transmittal lor forwarding
examination returns to the Center. NavPers Fora 62i|. oust be
prepared by conwiandin^ oXTicers in accordance with current
instructions* To aid in the preparation of this form a
sample is included in the instructions* A copy of Form 62^.
is shown on page 67* It should be noted that items marked #
are to be filled in by the commanding officer* Items marked
## are the responsibility of the local examining board. To
aid in the standardisation of letters of transmittal a form
letter is included in the manual. Here again is eYidence of
strict aocotintability of examinations by name, rate and
serial number. It is to be noted that this letter of trans-
mittal notifies the Center that all used and unused examina-
tions listed have been destroyed by burning. The forms 62lt.
and answer sheets are forwarded to the Center with this
letter. Thus the work of the Center in oheokingf sorting
and marking of examination returns is materially aided.
The instructions for examining boards are divided in-
to tliree eeetlons which cover their responsibilities prior
to, during and after the administration of the examinations.
Prior to the date of the examination the board will receive
a shipment of examinations which must be carefully checked
and a receipt for same acknowledged. Senior members of the

REPORT OF EXAMINATION FOR ADVANCEMENT OR CHANGE IN RATE OR RATING
HAUPERS-6a (REV. 1-50) REPORT PERS—«-39
NAME (.Last) (.Firtt) (Middk) SERVICE NO. RATE
D USN -ryt-
NAME OF SHIP OR STATION NAVY JOB CODE EXAMINATION FOR
^ f^
FOUjOWINS service COHPinn) as OF;
(Se« imtruction No. 5) ACTIVE NAVAL SERVICE
DATE OF CURRENT ENUSTMENT/OR TOUR OF ACTIVE DUTY RATE ENLISIHD/OR CALLED TO ACTIVE DUTY AS
^ YEARS MONTHS =^
TOTAL NAVAL SERVICE s;^ ^^
^.».=, ^„, .>,.„.„ REENLISTED UNDER HEENLISTED UNDER
SERVICE IN PRESENT PAY GRADE -^ 7«r «tSF"°^ ^r^i^ro-i^^r^^ii^^ m^^^-^^^r
SEA SERVICE {when reouired) ^ ^ UNDER SIMILAR CONDITIONS SoNDlfIONS
*'""*"
CONDUCT AND PROFICIENCY IN RATE MARKS FOR PERIOD DURING WHICH MARKS AFFECT ELIGIBILITY:
QUARTER ENDING B?^ AVERAGE
CONDUCT ^if^
PROFICIENCY IN RATE JjS^
PRACTICAL FACTORS COMPLETED FOR
T=J MILITARY CZ3. RATE FOR WHICH ^s-TECHNICAlSPECIALTr
^^mi REQUIREMENTS -gpTO BE EXAMINED Vn (If applxcabli)
SERVICE schoolCs) COMPLETED {Aame of school, mark attained, date completed)
TRAINING COURS£(s) COMPLETED (Sftoto mark and date computed)
5^
Candidate fulfills currently prescribed requirements for advancement (or change) to the rate indicated or to compete by examination for
such advancement. Entries, including factors B, C, and D of Multiple Computation below, are derived from service record and certified
correct. ,
EXAMINATION MARKS (.Sce instruction m. e)
PROFESSIONAL SUBJECTS FOR INDIVIDUAL RATE MAVPERS-180S3 CODE:
SUBJECT .201 .202 .203 .204 .205 .206 .207 .208 .20Q .210 .211 ,212 .213 .214 ,215 .216 .217 .218 .219 220
MARK ^e •7- 79^ 4 5^ ^ t ^'A ^- a^'4 7)f
SUBJECT .221 .222 .223 .224 .225 .226 .227 .228 .223 .230 .231 .232 .233 .234 .235
.
.236 .237 .238 AVERAGE
MARK
MILITARY REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL ENLISTED PERSONNEL IN THE NAVY NAVPER5-180S8
SUBJECT .201 .202 .203 .204 .205 .206 .207 .208 .209 .210 .211 ,212 .213 .214 .215 .216 .217 .218 AVERAGE
MARK
MULTIPLE COMPUTATION (.See instruction No. ?) OPERATIONAL TESTS
FACTORS MAX- TEST AS REQUIRED
,^<AS at. ^. IMUM
^
EXAMINATION- MARK




















NAMEDF ACTIVITY WHEREIN BOARD IS LOCATED {Main Board, if applicable)
3tt
The candidate was examined in accordance with the requirements of the Bureau of Naval Personnel Manual: The Manual of
Qualifications for Advancement in Rating, and existing instructions. We consider the candidate fully qualified and do









SUPERVISORY BOARD {if applicable) LOCATION:
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boards are enjoined to Insure that personnel who will partici-
pate in the administration or examinations thoroughly under-
stand their duties and responsibilities « The boards must see
that all materials sueh as paper « special graphite pencils,
answer sheets, etc. are available. A thorough check o£
Form 6214. is made by the board and steps taken to correct any
errors found. Arrangements must also be made for a proper
space with good lighting and ventilation. Further instruc-
tions to the boards cover typical cases wherein a candidate
appears lor whom there is no examination. I'he board is
directed to take appropriate steps to insure that such candi-
dates are examined. During the administration of the exami-
nations and just prior to the beginning of the test all
candidates are given specific instructions by the board.
These instructions relate to the conduct of the candidates
and the manner of taking the test. A definite warning is
given to the effect that cheating will result in disqualifi-
eation of candidates or candidate concerned. During the
actual examination the proctors are directed to insure that
standardised procedures are implemented with respect to
operational tests for certain ratings. After the examina-
tions are completed the Examining Board is responsible for
the prosit forwarding of results to the Naval Examining
Center. It is mandatory for the board to insure that all




Flxial Instructions apply to convening autnorlties.
Convening authorities submit requests uo tne Center lor de*
sired examinations* Upon roceivin^ a siilpment ol examina-
tions it is the responsibility ol convening authorities to
Maintain accountability control. Examinations are forwarded
to all exai2ilnlng boards under their jurisalction. Convening
authorities must appoint examining boards at an early enough
date to permit the boards to lunctlon prior to the specllled
•xaaiinatlon date.
Testing Techniques and Test Construction. As Indl-
eated earlier the operations section is the heart ol the test
construction progran. The item writers are Chief Petty
Oflioers who are responsible lor the initial lortnation of
items which will eventually be used In the examinations*
Upon reporting to the Center lor duty each new item writer
is given a course ol instruction designed to assist him in
test construction. It is assumed that he has had little or
no experience In this Held. The instruction includes a re-
fresher course In English as well as how to develop and pre*>
pare test outlines or plans and multiple choice items*
In the preparation of the test outline each item
writer is required to study the appropriate section of the
Qualification Manual for Advancement in Hating to obtain an
over-all picture of the subjects that are to appear in his
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particular examination* Upon completion of this initial
study the lta« writer draws from the technical library of the
Center the publications which appear on an approved bibli-
ography for his particular rating, the biblio^iraphy used In
the construction oX exaaslnations is approved by the Bijreau
of Kaval personnel, Test and Research Section. Ilhe publica-
tions Included are those which are dissoiolnated to all Naval
activities. Thus all personnel In the Navy liave acoo»a to
the printed material pertaining to the various ratings.
The next step is the development of the test outline.
A test outline shows the number of items to be used in
sampling each of the several areas of subject matter to be
Included in the test. The subject matter areas for each
examination were shown under the diecuasion of the Quallfl*
cations Manual on page 13* In the preparation of the test
outline, the item writer estitn&tes vhe relative wel^^ht to be
assl^^ned to each subject baaed on his own experience In th«
ratin^i,, and the availability and dtBsemlnat5,on of reference
material. The test outline is prepared by the item writer
under the close supervision of his section head and a
civilian test technician. Upon cois^letion, the outline is
reviewed by a meciber of the Control Branch In an effort to
avoid the possibility of over sampling or under saiapling In
each of the subject matter aresjs.
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Th« toist pleju takes shape wiien the teat outline haa
been oompleted* It shows the propoi'tion or nximber Ox Itena
to be devoted to each cl&nsiricatlon or subject loatter* In
^en^ral the test plan is an elaboration or the test outXlne
and contains a detailed bp^akdovrn ox' Uie in&^or categories*
ThQ test beolaniclans and Item writers collaborate in the
preparation of the tefst plan, Tnls procedux'e is Xollowed
throughout the en&lre prepax-atlon of e^azainations in order to
give cuiTlcular validity to the items.
In accordanc** with Ihe test plan, tiie item writer
begins to prepare teat items, Xhe items are of the multiple
choice type. They permlu the uat« ox standard machine-
scorable answer sheets, The multiple choice Item is flexible
and can be adapted to almost every testing requirement*
Jhe principles of sound test conetruction are applied
2
throughout the preparation of test items. Every effort la
toade to insure that the question or statements introducing an
item lo free of ambigui^&y, is written in ^ood English^ and
is easily understood. The working lan^ua^e of the job is
used. Special attention is also fc,lven to the altornatives of
which there are ioui' for each item. Perhaps one of the laost
cifficult phases of item construeticn is the development of
n^orothy C, Adklns, Conntructlon and i^nalysis of
Achievement Tests (Washington: U. 6, Government Printing
Office, 1911-7), pp* SS-bk*

plAusiblOy related dletraetors. An alternative or die tractor
which Is so unrelated to the question that it stands out like
a "sore thumb** will reduce the effectiveness of the item
considerably. Each item must be independent of all other
items and must deal with useful aspects oi the Job* A eon«
certed effort is made to construct test items with good
characteristics* However , it is done within the framework of
the present set of qualifications*
Shipping Hixaminations * Bequests for examinations are
submitted to th© Center by convening authorities. Vpon re-
ceipt of these requests the Center prepares IBM inventory
cards which show the numbers and t^pes ol examinations for
each convening authority, fheae cards are filed in a
Requested Inventory File for future reference. SMpping
lists are prepared in accordance with each request. Letters
of trcmsmittal^ shipping tags and envelopes are prepared and
matched with the shipping lists and original request*
Examinations for each shipment are assembled, serial numbers
are checked ano finally packages are made ready for mailing.
Fecelpt of Eyamipatjon £e|!wXtg and fleering. Shortly
after the examinations have beer conducted the Center will
receive the standard letters of transmittal with envelopes
contfilTsine the forms 621^ and examination results. The
Center punches XBII rating advancement cards from the
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information contained in the letters of tranamittal* The
rating adYanoement cards are matched against the requested
inventory cards in order to uncover any discrepancies between
the original request lor examinations and results returned.
Xhe envelopes are opened to check and process the answer
sheets and forms 6214.. Answer sheets are scanned at this
stage to insure that only one alternative for each item has
been checked* If an eleetrographic pencil was not used the
answers will be hand scored. Next, the military and profes*
sional examinations are scored by IBM machine. Critical
scores (2*33 ^o 2.66) are reseored on different machines.
A score of 2 .5)0 is considered passing. Boores are entered
on the form 62k. ^n^ ^^^ rating advancement cards. The forms
62I4. are filed. A master list is prepared which contains
final multiple by rate and pay grade. This master list is
used to deteiwine who is to be advanced.
The Bureau of Naval Personnel controls the assignment
of quotas for advancement to each rate and rating. In the
ease of advancement to Chief Petty Officer, the Center for-
wards completed forms 62I4. and master lists oX final multiples
to the Bureau. The Bureau then promulgates directives con-
cerning advancemeni' lor these personnel. Quotas for advance-
ment to pay grades E'-k, £-*5* c^nd £»6 are sent to Uie Center
for action. In this case advancement rating cards are sorted
in three groups: (1) those selected for advancement to fill
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quotas, (2) th08« s«Xected as passed but will not b«
advanced unlasa additional quotas are rooeived, and (3) those
•aleetad as having failed. Listizi^a ol personnel to be ad*
vanced are forwarded to the activities coneerned with copies
to the convening., authority and to the Bureau* CoiQmanding
Oflicers oi individuals on this list are authorized to erieot
advanceinent. Listings of personnel who Imve passed but may
not be advanced due to the absence ol quotas and listings of
personnel who have failed are forwarded to the convening
authorities concerned. The rating advancement cards are then
filed by activity and convening authority keeping the cards
separated into the three groups mentioned above.
The maohine records section is not completed with its
phase of recording until it has prepared inforoation for
analysis. Item analysis cards are punched from the answer
sheets. The hi^h and low cards for each rate and pay grade
are sorted on each of the examination iteiss. A count is re-
corded of hi^ and low cnoices on each of the four alterna-
tives of each itea. These data are entered on an item
analysis form which is sent to the Besearoh and Evaluation
Branch. The item analysis cards are filed by rate and pay
grade with hi^ and low kept separate.
The foregoing explanation of the functions of receiv-
ing, scoring and reporting examination results is necessarily
brief but will serve to indicate the scope of the work
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involved* IBM machines and punch cards aro uaed in this
process wherever they can erXeclontly and efroctively elimi-
nate hand operations* Emphaeia is placed upon speed as well
as accuracy in thia phase of the Center's operation. In
addition to the necessity ol' promulgating, results of exami-
nations as expeditiously as possible it is essential that
analysis techniques be applied to one series o£ oxazainatious
before tkie next series is constructed in its final foarai*
Analysis Techniques . Statistieal analysis is a func-
tion of major importance to the operation of the HavmX
Examining Center. After all, a great deal of Information is
gathered which can materially assist in raising the perform-
ance of the Center, improving training standards throughout
the Navy and aid in the advancement of the best qualified
personnel*
f^he purely mathematical part of all statistical
analysis is performed by personnel assigned to the Besearch
and Evaluation Branch, fhe aeoumulated data are forwarded
to the Control Branch for evaluation and interpretation*
Upon completion of interpretation of the data, specific
ree<Kr!i3!iendation8 are prepared by the control Branch and for-
warded to the Operations Branch for their guidance in the




An ItMs analysis lorm similar to the lollovlng Is used
to expedite r«cord.li% oX data:
Bate
Item AnalyalB Report Form
Ratlnis Date of Sxamlnatloii,
Date Reviewed byAnalyzed by











The number of Individuals who took the examination la
ehown on tii© above lorm as "H." Smnplln^e for Item analysis










100 ol hig^ 25JI
50 of high 25^






100 of low 2^
50 of low 25^





all (no K or L)
All data on U10 frequency of selection ol alternatives are
shown on the Item analysis report form under the respective
columns* From the total number who selected the correct
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alternative the percentage of the total ol high and low
aample the item (P) la computed* By Inspection the alterna-
tives are reviewed In the ll^t ol the foregoing data and
reconuaendatlons concernlni^ changes to an Item are made*
Following the laachine scoring of examinations and the
processing of forms 624 ^^ scores of each test are posted
In rank order on an ungrouped frequency distribution chart.
A standard form has been developed to expedite the posting
of scores In accordance with the Intervale employed In the
conversion of raw scores to the 0*00 to 1^*00 scale. Consaon
measures of central tendency and variability are computed
for each examination and appropriate notations made on the
frequency ciistribution Chart. These measures Include the
mean, median, and standard deviation which are oooq^uted
according to standard formulae. Direct comparison with
date from preceding and subsequent examinations in the same
rating and pay grade as well as other statistical studies
can then be made.
A Statistical Analysis Data Ciiart shown on page 78 Is
made out for the Aviation Ileetronlc fechniclan's (AT) ex-
amirations ^Iven In *Tuly 195t>« Here is en illustration of
the methods used in analysing the results of the three




























fh« top leXt hand seetlon entitled *'SubJ«et" lists the
subject matter by seotions as it appears on the examination.
Xhis also corresponds to the seotions outlined in the
Qualilieation Msnual lor Advancement in Hating. The sections
lor each exasiination contain ooliains entitled "Ho* Items."
Under these eoliunns are listed the aetital number ot itcuas
appearing on the examination which pertain to each specific
subject. The next column is labeled **P*Ay" and contains the
actual p»average taken £r<m the san^ling indicated for that
particular pay ^rade. In this chart "P-Av" refers to the
over-all Havy percentage passini^ the entire examination. The
**actual P*Av** is Indicated on the chart by a solid black
vertical line. The "desired P-Av" is shown as 62 but it is
understood that in futtire examinations it will be changed to
50. The horizontal lines in red and black Indicate the
negative and positive magnitude respectively of the deviations
from the "desired P-Av."
The msanji median and standard deviation are those ob-
tained from the actual raw scores. The "N" indicates the
total number who took the examination. For the data shown on
the chart the actual number for each high and low sample is
indicated.
At the bottom of the chart is shown a section called
P Graphs of Individual Items, by Sections." The number of
itema correspond to the actual items in the examination for

•ach subject area. The per cent ol the h.!^ and low sample
who selected the correct response for each Item is shown.
!rhu8 It can be seen that items marked red are not acceptable
for re-uBO and must be analysed^ re^worked or discarded. The
items marked black may be acceptable for re-use and become
part ol the item file pending further analysis and approval
by test technicians.
Each test is a means of making a better test. The
evaluation of results is a continuous program that must play
an important role in test construction. It is significant to
point out here that each exairiinatlon prepared by the Center
for each rating and pay grade is eesentially different from
the preceding one. In other words, at tlie present stage of
the Center's operation* new items must be developed for each
new escaminatlon. However an exception to this is followed
to some degree in tlriat roughly 25 per cent of the itm&s
from lormer examinations zaay be re-used. Item writers are
responsible for insuring that all items, old or new, are
current and applicable.
There are many methods ior improving the reliability
and validity of tests. At the present time the Center has
not conducted any reliability or validity studies* The
procedures applied in item analysis, however, do tend to
increase the Intex^al consistency or reliability of the tests
and it is anticipated that reliability coefficients using
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the ** split-hair** method will be coiaputed in the near luture.
Until an adequate criterion of on»the-Job perlormanoe can be
established it will be diXliciilt Tor the Center to conduct
any validity analysis
•
!rhe results o£ the examinations given in December 19l|.9
lor advanoement to Chief Petty Ofi'icer are particularly
3
signirioant. A total o£ lkt79k eandidates took this exami-
nation* Some oi' the tabulated data are itemized as followss
li|.«79li total number who took examination
2yl7o Xk»l% passed all parts of examination
htliS 32.1^ passed proles sional examination
S»»393 36»5^ passed military requirements
2«795 total number who took operational tests
required in 12 ratings
l»^7k ^9*9^ passed operational tests
Some candidates passed the professional examination and failed
the military requirements examination. Others reversed this
and still others passed both written tests but failed the
operational tests. It is Important to note that only l^*?^
were found eligible X^or advancement* Tnis was a disappoint-
ment to the Haval Examining Center as well as to those
participating in the examinations* However, it must be
pointed out tiiat this particular set of examinations was pre-
pared in the Bureau of Kaval Personnel and not by the
Examining Center* It is hoped that these discouraging
•^"Results of the December 191^.9 Sxaminations for
Advancement to Chief Petty Officer," Naval graining Bulletin
.
HavPers 114.995 • Kovember 1950 # PP» 6-d*
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r«9ultfl will not btt r«peAtod In future examinations*
Some axplanations are indicated lor the rooults tabu-
lated above, The diXTioulty level of tiio inllitary reqitlre-
ments oxomination may have been too high* The military re-
quirementa sat forth in the Qualifications S^anual needs re-
vision as indioat#d #arlier in order to estabXiah the
dividing lines between rates, ^ere was a wide range of
differences among the several rating- groups which lead to the
belief that the test had some of the aspects of an intelli-
gence oxamination. Too siany of the it'aias tested pure rote
Mmory rather than the ability to solve a problem. However^
it appears tnat many of IhB candidates did not prepare them-
selves by studying available references. This was particu-
larly indicated in the results of ratings which are highly
technical and tend to be removed somewhat from deck duties
aboard ship. Here again is a point that should be explored.
Perhaps the milit€a»y requirements should be revised to pro-
vide differences for specific ratin^^s as well as rates.
The percentage of failures in the professional exami-
nations rauged trout per oexit to 100 per cent in various
ratings. In view of Uie fact that the professional examin-
ations were based on subjects outlined in the Qualifications
Hanual some conclusions u^y bo drawn from the results of this
test. The axariinations showed inconsistency in difficulty
levels indicating;, either that there may be variations in
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training or that quaXlxlcationa are not oleariy daflned in
the Manual. The form and content o£ the Manual does not
provide clarity or apecilicity, ThereX'ore subjective inter-
pretation of the Manual is neoesaary by personnel who plan
training pro^raina as well as peraoxmel at the Center who
construct the advancement examinations.

CHAPTEB VI
EVALUATIOH OP THE PERFOhllAIICfi OF THE CEMTBR
Impact on tho N>vy » The NavaX Exaalnln^ Center in the
short period ol its existence has made a significant impact
on the Navy. It is probably here to stay as an integral part
oi the KavaX establishntent. Its most inimediate impact has
been to correct the inadequacies of the former area-wide sys-
tem ol advancement examinations by providing standardised
measuring instnusents to be used on a service-wide competi-
tive basis. A staff of well qualified experts in the highly
specialized field of testing have been assembled into one
unique organisation. The procedtires established and the
techniques used in preparing* tiistributing* scoring and re-
porting on results of examinations are centralized and
standardised. The operating forces have been relieved of the
responsibility and work involved in the preparation of exami-
nations, fnis resulted in the savin^^ oX considerable man
hours which can now be devoted to operations and training.
Another result of the Center's work has been the re-
duction of the number of men qualifying for advancement.
This is evident by the results described In the preceding
chapter. Until training for advancement becomes more
standard this lack of qualified personnel will continue. But
- 81^ -
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It anist also be recognised that the Qualirieation Manual, as
presently written. Is Inadequate as a basis lor planning ex-
aminations or Tor guiding men In preparing Tor advancement or
in guiding shipboard training programs.
Promulgation ol Iniormatlon concerning areas ol weak-
ness revealed by examinations Is ol utmost Importance* Fleet
and shore based commanders are responsible lor the vigorous
prosecution o£ training progxams and Xor their* continuous Im-
provement, fhe Center, recognising Its responsibility In this
regard, Xurnlshes detailed Inlormatlon on the results of each
series ol examinations. Analyses show speclllc weakness In
subject matter areas In each rating on a Mavy-wlde basis*
In compiling these data no record Is made ol names or commands
to which attached* Extensions ol this work to provide detail
studies ol' examination results lor Individual convening
authorities should be explored. It would be necessary to
segregate all answer sheets by rate and rating and by con-
vening authority but such procedures are feasible In terms of
machine capacities* However, at the present time there are
limitations due to personnel allowances which affect the
manual operations Involved*
Organizational Aspects * It appears that the decision
to establish a centralised testing program for the Kavy was
sound* Davis tells us that centralized control varies
^Ralph Currier Davis, Industrial Organization and





infTsmXj with; (1) th« sise and compl^xitj o£ tun organlsa-
tion, and (2) the gaograpixlo disparsion of Its aotivltlaa*
Ha lurther states that centralised oontroX varies directly
with (1) the decree ol standardization desired and (2) the
speed, capacity and accuracy o£ communications. Tnese are
basic principles which affect tlie degree or centralised con-
trol moat el'fective in any ori^anisation. 'xhe sise of the
Navy is staggering when comp<a'ed with its organisation of a
generation ago* ^he dispersion of Navy ships and stations
tliroughout tkm world has no parallel except with other armed
services* But along with this itanense growth has been the
efficient development of effective, fast cosimunlcations and
transportation service* It is especially significant that
the Kavy ratizig struotiu:'e requires Uie highest degree of
standardisation possible to Insure well trained and well
qualified personnel in all skill levels. I'o accomplish irhis
the Kaval Examining Center has been established and given
the mis&lon of preparing standardised measuring instruments
to be used as effective tools for selecting the right person-
nel for advancement* Another reason for the Center is to
give Naval personnel assurance they are all being treated
fairly according to the same standard. This high degree of
centralization applied to the Navy is testing program haa
already made a significant intact on the Navy. Needless to
say it must continue to Improve its procedures In the future
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with the ultimate aim in mind or &ocoie^llfthing its
obJactlvoB.
It is important to eiaphflteiso a^^aln tha technical
nature ol the Center's activity and to reco^i%e that ita
organisational structure imist be desi^^ned to aoooinpliah its
Biaeion eXT«jctlvely and erxiclently. In growing to ita pres*
ent position ari effort has been 2»ade to establish an organiaa<
tion with clearly defined ehar^els for oontrollint^ the
efforts of the personnel. It considers its objectives in
providing for the necessary 1 unctions »xid iixes responsi-
bility and authority in defining the relationship of the
various tasks
•
The following basic principles of organisation, as
2
outlined by Terry, appear to be operating:
1« Consideration of the objectives of the enterprise*
2* Utilization of functions as essential cosiponents.
3* Application of simplicity.
l^* Determination of clearly defined channels for con-
trolling the efforts of personnel.
5* Establishment of definite and fixed respnsibility.
6* Consideration of the human element.
7« Establishment of adequate systems.
6. Provision of effective leadership.
2
George B» Terry, Ph.D., Office Management and Con-




The Center hAt gained valuable experience in develop-
Aent of Its present organisation* The fact tiiat It has had
three dietlnct phases In this development is slgnlX leant.
It has had and is still having its **growing pains." The
present organization la designed to elisiinate obvious faults
which existed in the previous organisations. It is felt that
great improvements have been made. It remains for time to
test the soundness ol Uxm most recent change. Recognising
the unprecedented nature ol the organization it is important
to evaluate the Center in the li^ht oX its objeetivee rather
than to compare it with other Naval activities which have
been successxul. Further, it must be recognised that the
Canter is a oon^aratively new approach to the Havy^s concept
of a centralised testing program. In spite of its short*
comings it has done a remarkable job in only two years.
There Is no doubt but that the personnel attached to the
Center are fully aware ol their responElbilitles and will
exert every effort to continuously Improve its organization.
Analyei s Techniques . In accordance with accepted
statistical proceaures the analysis of results ol examina-
tions in each rate and rating are based upon a representa-
tive sampling of all scores in the rate ana rating, selected
from a frequency distribution of the scores. The use of
these data in item analysis is sound and an effort is
constantly b«ing made to Impi'ove test items. In the work of
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tost construction the Center follows basic principles to In*
sure a JTlnlshed product which Is Xar better than was ever
accomplished under the lormer decentralized program. Close
cooperation between test technlclfois and subject natter
3
specialists Is very good. However, the author reels that
more emphasis should be placed on developing more objective
Items. Multiple choice items are not necessarily the only
type of measuring instrument which can do the job. Other
types should be tried which may lit the operational situa-
tion better. The important considerations are: can th»
individual apply the principles and knowledge he must possess
la a complex situation; and, do the items test his knowledge
of those principles? (The person being examined should be put
in an actual situation as close to on* the- job perlorm&nee as
possible. This can be done with well designed* well con-
structed, and well thought out test items. Objectivity in
kitem construction coos tend to increase reliability. But
the Center must ^uard against building paper and pencil tests
which are based upon qualifications that do not reflect the
skills and knowledge really required for the particular
ratings.
Btatistios is a moans of handling quantitative data
in such a way that It may express comparisons and differences
3




between varl&bXes* Pour baalo meaaurements are needed In
5
statlstioaX studies;
1* Measures of central tendency • mean* median « iBode«
2* Measures of variablXity - standard deviation,
3* Measures of relationship • eorrelation eoefflelents •
k» Measures o£ significance - slgnllioant dirterences
at the 1 to 5 P^x* cent levels or significant 4- or •»
fluctuations.
Measures of central tendency and variability are calculated
by the Center in their statistical studies. But measures of
relationship - reliability and validity coefficients • have
not yet been done* Herein lies the basic weakness of the
Center at the present time. It must develop procedures for
oiieoklng the reliability and validity of its measuring
Instrioients OT the present techniques of eacaisinations for
advancement will be repudiated* Face validity gives accept*
6
ance to personnel concerned but It is not enough* foo loueh
reliance is placed on the efficacy of tests without adequate
proof* Yet tests constructed by competent persons using
sound techniques do have a good chance of being more valid
7
than no tests at all or a decentralised testing system. The
personnel and facilities are now available to institute








nArmy and Marine Corps Testing proferama » Inquiry Into
the testing programs folXovod by %h» Amy anii Marine Corps
reveals signlfleant comparisons with the iravy*s centralized
system. The testing program lor the Army at the present
6
time is decentralised* It it similar to the area-wide
competitive system used by the Havy prior to the establish*
ment oi the Kaval Examining Center. The Personnel Heseareh
Section in the Office of the Adjutant General is similar to
the Navy's Besearch Division in the Bureau of Maval
Personnel. Personnel techniques and procedures are developed
in the Department of the Army. But the actual tests used to
measure achievement in various Army specialists are coa-
structedf distributed and |p>aded by the arms and services
concerned. Guidance and consulting service is available in
the central office, fhe top four pay grades are included in
competitive '*area»wide** examinations. As in the Havy system
for advancement, factors other than the test scores are
included in the multiple which determines relative standing
for Army promotion. Some of these factors are enlisted
efficiency report* time in ^rade, length of service and the
ooa^any commander's ree(xaimendation. Wei^tings of all
6
11. S. Department of the Army, Office of Adjutant
General, Chief, Personnel Besearch and Procurement Branch,
letter, AapP-Xi, 1 March 1951 addressed to the author.
(
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factors vary in each ^ad« and In each spoclallty.
The Marine Corps has a central testing unit located
Q
at QuanticOf Virginia*^ Its Tunction is quite similar to the
Naval Examining Center as can be S9&n in the lollowlng
description*
In June 19l|.d the Testing and Educational Unit was
jTorned at the Marine Corps Schools under the technical and
management control oX the Cosoaandant ot the Marine Corps,
Personnel p.esearch Section, and under tiie military and co-
ordination control ol the Coaanandant, Karine Corps Schools,
Its mission covered the prep€iration> distribution and scoring
or technical and ^aneral oiili&ary subjects examinations for
all enlisted personnel in the Marine Corps eligible for ad«
vanoement. During the latter part of 19l|.d the work of this
organisation was devoted to tlie construction of a new Marine
Corps Military Occupational Cpeclality Manual. By 1950 tests
were administered to the top five pay grades in general
military subjects and to the top three pay grades in 11^. of
the l^k occupational fields of the Marine corps olassifioa*
tion structure* In 1951 this te^iting program was extended
to the top three pay grades in 37 of the kk occupational
fields*
9
Correspondence dated 26 February 1951 received from
the Officer in Charge Testing and Educational Unit, Marine
Corps ^'choolSf Quantico, Virginia.
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It is slgnilioaQt to note that thero are no civilian
technieians attached to the Marine Corps Testing and Educa-
tional Unit* Twelve oflicers and 19 enlisted personnel are
included in the basic organisation. Obviously these person-
nel cannot handle the production or all examinations that
must be turned out each year* Approximately l4.6»000 general
military subjects tests and 12^000 technical testa have been
administered so far in the 195^ testing period. Prior to
eacii exaciination period personnel are assigned temporary
additional duty to the Unit to assist in the production ol
test items, ^'his system is in eXTeot to conserve manpower
and it appears that it will continue.
It is also signirioant to note that a fitatistleal
Analysis section is not included in the ortsanisation ol* the
Unit. However, all personnel involved in test construction
receive some training in testing techniques. Alter examina-
tions are scored the rav scorers are sent to the Enlisted
Promotion Branch at Ueadquai'ters Marine Corps in vvashin^ton
for processing.
Compared with the two services described above the
Naval Examining Center is farther along in development toward
efficient centralization of administration of testing,
perhaps there are factors operating which affect considera-
tions in policy makings but it appears that the other
services could gain imswasurably by adopting more of the
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features or tho KAvy»« testing;; pro-am.
FuLiir-e of the Center . In view oX the faet that the
Center has aasuaied a signifloant plaoe in the Navy It muet
continue to grow in Importance and prestige* It ie absolute-
ly necessary that procedures be established to check the
reliability and validity of the exar^lnations that are con-
structed and used* This should be the lirst order of busi-
ness before the Center is ^iven any additional tasks* It Is
anticipated that reliability studies will be instituted in
the very near future* But the work of validating e;camlna-
tions is more difficult* A criterion must be determined
which is practical and standard throughout the Mavy before
validity coefficients can be calculated* Examinations cease
to be sotmd measuring instrxucents when the validity is un-
known or so low that the selection of the best men is no
better than chance*
In the future the Center must constantly guard against
producing examinations which are meaningless* It must
develop tests which reflect the skills and knowledge required
for competent performance of duty In each rate and rating*
Otherwise men who are good examination takers will qualify
while better practical men are left behind*
Concerning future tasks which the Center may be able
to perform there are many possibliitles* Although the word
"Examining*^ Is imbedded in the Center* s title it doe&n*t
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mean that there are any reatrictione bo Its activity* Aftar
ally axa&lnatlons are made only to ba used as a measuring
device and the related Tunc tIon oi" evaluation is an integral
neceasary part ol teat construction, v ith technical person-
nel and racilitiea available the Center could eventually
extend its mission to include the evaluation of teajn or unit
or individual performance* In this regard the Center should
be e party to future job analysis prograxas established to
laqprove the Qualifications Manual* Also an evaluation of
training programs should be conducted to insure a training
system lor advancement whieh is related to the skills and
knowledge dem&nded lor well trained elllolent opei'ational
crews
.
Any increase in the functions of the Center must
necessarily be rationally developed according to the needs
of the service* Other functions wnich mi^ht be included in
the Center's mission in the lutiu*e aret
(a) Oificer promotion exftsiinatlons if ana when
they are again required by i.ne JNavy*
(b) Operational tests In lieu of trxe present
practical factor which is required as one qualifica-
tion for advancement*
(c) feats lor screening applicants for warrant
officer OI Limited Duty officer ranks*
(d) MOTC and Haval Academy entrance examinations*
(e) Examinations designed especially lor reserve
personnel in emergency service ratings*
(f) Acnievement tests I or service scnools*
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Th« ii^duoAtlonal testing Service at Princeton hue two
Havy contracts wiUi the Bureau of Naval Personnel whieh are
concerned with the preparation and adminletratlon of exami-
nations. Educational 'ideating Service prepares the entrance
examinations for tlie U* S. Naval Academy* They also prepare
and adrainister the whole testing program for the preliminary
screening of IfROTC applicants* This includes scoring and
statistical work. It is understood that the Educational
Testing Service is closely associated with development of
the College Entrance Examination Board examinations* The
high prestige value and technical advantage of Educational
Testing Service make it worthwhile at the present time for
the Havy to continue these contracts • For the Examining
Center to assume these additional functions a separate




In yl«w o£ the absence oX criticism It m&y be con-
eluded that the examinatlone produced by the Examining Canter
are fair* But until an adequate criterion is establiahed,
and validity studies as well as reliability studies are con*
ducted, it can not be concluded that the examinations are
appropriate tests for advancement,
7he Center is capable ot handling the load imposed
upon it with personnel and facilities provided. Organisa-
tional changes have been desired to improve its operation*
It is essential Uiat personnel and facilities be allocated
to accosiplish necessary statistical analysis.
It follows that the Center is not only firmly estab-
lished but well worth continuing in operation as cm integral
part of the Naval Establishment*
In the light of the foregoing presentation of the
activity of the Naval Examining Center and its impact upon
the Navy specific recommendations are in order which the
author believes are ia^ortant to the continued operation of
the Center. First of all, in view of the fact that too much
reliance is placed upon the efficacy of examinations without




to ol»t&ln reliability eo«xrioieiii« ol^ px*Aotlo&X v«lu9 tJI^
8p3.it*h&lX metiooil SippmsLTB ^«»&8ibX«« to obtain vaXldife^r oo*
•X'XlelasiUi oX •ftelii «%fti^iii«ti«m wi)«l3t «& arliMriQa i» ^ mm'9
dirricuXt t««k« t^ b#st ]|pro«elbX4^ ariUrion to ^^taradno i«
«m»thi»«*job pm^t<t3xmnG«i. Xi ^ouX^ be podsi^Xe to uluintli^dise
« ratlog syeteiH irlsbi&h couXa h& impXautentea wlti^i a z^eX^tlireXy
tthort ti!^* however » in amking vaXi^^ltsr dtuciles m\ ^iiax*t
alAOUX^ h» xu&m to eiieek tijo p^rfiiomitiX mno i:alX to aavanee in
fating as weXX aa UioAa &ao are aaXoet#4 undar tha prasa^t
tasting progsr^am* QnXj in %hi& wm^ oan it ba Imova whathar
OX' net Uie beat qLifiXiiTldil pdr«on:tiaX aro &aXdota£i*
jtootsiar raeosaeaj^dtttian iii made wliidii ia oXoaaXj ra~
Xjitad to Ui^ quaXit^' ol' axmmiaationa produ<jad hf tha Cantor*
It i» ij3^;H»rta£it Um% %hB prosant QM^iXic&ticma ManuaX ba
raviaad uaing job anaXjsia taolmiqtias* fha ianuaX wmmX rn^
fXaot ti:ii» akiXXs and kfiowXadga dai'lnitaXy raquirad lor aaoh
rata and rating* Iforaovar* it is aaaantlaX t^t %h& X9V0X9
ot skiXXs ba Mhmrply daXinad rati^r ttian Xaft up to tha «ub«*
jactiva ifitarpratation o£ taat construe tor £s. Training |>ro-
grasis eouXd than ba appXied whioli isora naarXy raiXn^ot on*tha**
Job parXonsanoa raquirad Tor ^s^eh rata and ratlni^ as weXX aa
ba in Xina with tna objaotiva tjpa taata uead lor saXaetion.
l'lit» author ie^ls etron^y that %im Oillcar in Chmpgm
or Aasistant OXfioar in CharEO or tl^a Cantor or both ahouXd
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be graduates oX tiie Personnal Adiiilnlstration and draining
course* Special eiaphasla lor olXlcers scheduled lor these
billets should be placed on test and measurement techniques*
This recotsmendatlon Is liiade because o£ the 3peclall£ed
technical nature ol the operations oX the Center* It Is
believed that the ti>^ldance axid direction q£ the Center's
activities would be strengthened ImiBeAsurablj* The policy
of having civilian taohnlolazis attached to the Center Is
sound* A group o£ trained civilian personnel who are not
subject to routine change oiT datjr adds permanence to the
or^^anination* This Is not Xound at the Marine Corps 'lest-*
Ing Unit iiiiloh has no allowance ol civil service personnel*
However^ It Is mandatory that the civilian personnel em*-
ployed at Uw Center be constmitly Improving technical pro-*
cedures by keeping abreast ox the latest developments In the
nlisJhLy technical rield oX tests end measureisents
•
It Is Xurther recomaiended that the Center stabilize
Its organization to Insure ellectlve and eniclent operation*
The fact that It 1ms undergone thx->ee jaajor phases In Its
organisational structure, each of which represented soae
Improvement f means that It has grown In stature* But con~
tlnuous cnanges can operate to the detriment of the over-
all mission* It Is now tlme« after this "ahakedown,** to
stabilize and standardise the organisation* But stability
does not mean Inllejilblllty* The organization structure
i
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should b« adapted to the peculiar needs oi Uie aetivlty and
rit the situation, fhe present organization appears to be
the answer* It will be necessary to glre it a try and be on
the lookout Tor violations of the principles o£ good
organisation*
A final recommendation involves an increase in the
mission or the center* It is believed that the Center is
here to stay* To justify its existence it mat first ace<»i-
plish its present mission fully and effectively* When that
has been done, to th0 satisfaction of the Bureau of H&val
personnel, the additional tasks the Center should perform
can be considered* Hew tasks should be added in a progres-
sive or cumulative sequential relationship and be developed
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